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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THVRSDA
U.

decided to accept the invitation, although the arrival of the additional
reinforcements today will give them
a strength equal to that of the rebels.
Mexican officials assert that no attack
will be made upon the town now, but
this belief is not shared by others,
who realize the importance of a port
of entry to the rebels, even though
American soldiers should enforce the
rule against allowing ammunition to
be sent across to the insurrectos.
' American officials have decided that
if Agua Prieta were attacked before
the arrival of the expected reinforcements, the latter would not be allowed to cross the line as such procedure
would probably invite a battle in
which American lives would be lost
and much property damaged.
There is still much talk of reprisal
on the part of rebels because of the
transportation of troops across American soil and many believe that intervention is now inevitable, because
of the probability of an overt act
against this government by the rebels.
Three troops of the Ninth United
States cavalry arrived early today and
the entire regiment Is expected here
by midnight. When the negro troops
arrived they were carrying revolvers
and Sheriff Wheeler requested their
commanding officer to disarm them,
which was done.
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PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

Wood

am? sfrAt l

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

You don 't sane money when you buy
cheap or tig-ca- n
lading powder. Don't
te milled. Buy Calumet. It's more
economical
more wholesome
gives
beat results. Calumet is far superior to
sour milk an soda.

.

THE POLITICIAN
LOST HIS NERVE

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,

First-Clas-

Phone Main

LIVERY RIGS.
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J. R. CREATH,

139

310 San

Fracisco St,

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S STAGE

OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

E

From

La Salle Restaurant

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.
Two Doorg Below P. Andrews

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Store
the north bound train and arrives at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covers hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teama. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams
DYencb Noodle Order 10c. a cUsa.
furnished commercial men to take In
Hew Yerk Chop Susy 60c the
surrounding towns. Wire Knbude

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
On

Sale
Sept.

Daiiv.

30, 1912.

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,
ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

C

IPflDMI

A Goin

VALirUIlllli
LOS ANGELES

and

via

Paso and Southern Pacific and
returninj
Jsame route, or via A., T. & S. F.

SAN DIEGO,

$46.90

EI

SAN FRANCISCO,

$55.90

For further information address Eugene Fox, Qen'l
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H. A. COO.HER,

General Manager N. M. C. R. R.,

Estancia, N. M., Sept. 12. There Is
considerable quiet amusement hereabouts over some of the happenings
among and between the "unterrifled"
of Torrance county.
It seems that these staunch, stalwart and unterrifled Jacksonians or
most of them are peeved at Governor
McDonald and they hold that he
should have made a clean sweep of
all but tried and true followers of the
great Jefferson instead of retaining in
fat office republicans and even progressive republicans, to the great detriment and discomfort of sundry lean
and hungry democratic seekers. And
they at their county convention of re- cent date resolved against the said
McDonald albeit quite mildly.
High in the democratic counsels of
Torrance county is a budding journal
ist whose place of sojourn is at the as'
piring metropolis called Willard. This
journalist was strong for these resold
tions and gave largely of his eh
quence In an effort to have them made
most drastic in showing the said McDonald the grievous error of his ways.
Now this journalist went to the
state convention as a delegate and
there must have met the suave and
diplomatic McDonald (or is it possible that he was intimidated by Captain Fornoff). Howbeit he takes the
telephone in hand and begs with the
Torrance county committee not to
print those awful resolutions; at least
to tone them down a bit; if not that
at all events to take his signature
from off the report, or better still, to
affix his signature as ' a dissenting
member of the resolutions committee.
But, strong in the integrity of their
truly Jeffersonian democratic principles the committee will stand pat and
we are all awaiting the return from
the state convention of the young
journalist and meantime smiling a
WILL HAVE BABY SHOW.
baby show such as never was
held in the Mesilla valley will be the
feature of the fair on Friday after- noon, September 27th, 1912, and at the
hour of 2:30 p. m., in the main auditorium of the armory, all the pretty
babies, the fat babies, in fact the
whole assortment of various kinds of
babies will vie with each other for
the beautiful premiums offered for
baby loveliness on this occasion.
All babies can be entered free. The
only restriction placed on babies will
be the age limits of the various classes
in which the prizes are offered. Las
Cruces Citizen.
A

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED;

Pas-

SANTA FE, N. M

LETTER LIST.
List of letters remaining uncalled
in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
M., for week ending September 7,
two
1912. If not called for within
weeks they will be sent to the dead
letter office at Washigton, D. C.
Allison, Miss Gertrude

Andrews, W. J.
Alari, Miss Miguelita

Abeytla, Antonio
Barnes, Jim
Bronell,

Fry, Mrs. Davey
Garcia; Frank
Gentry, J. W.
Griffith, J. C.
Gonzales, Jose
Gonzales, Juan Y.
Haslett, Mrs. L. H.
Hall, Mrs. Grace S.
Jacobs, W. F.
Kibler, T. A.
Kirkland, Sylvestor
Kibler, Mr. & Mrs. G. A,
Lobato, Luis
Lucero, Miss Rosa
Mitchell, F. T.
Martinez, Miss

'

-

Magdalena
Martinez, Miss Dolores
Nichols, Miss Jennie
Ortiz,

Francisquita

Parsells, H,
Palmer, Dr. W. H.
Pacheco, Jose
Rankin, Robert Crawford
Rogers, S. S.
Sloan, F. P.
Sanchez, Miss Tabita D.
Simonton, Mrs. F. E.

Sturgis, Ralph

The Harrison Company
The New Mexico Homestead
Tripp, Mrs. L. E.

Underwood, Rosetta
Victory, M. M.
Vigil, Tobias
Whitney, Miss Helen
Wyeth, Paul O.
Wilson,

If

8ubscrrte for trie Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
upof the time and work for the
building of our new State.

HARDWARE CO.
I

It's Hardware, We Have It,

Why Import Mineral Water
r

:

WHEN

YOU CAN

GET THE

:

-

:

to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

ori-giln-

grand chorus! And that's the number of American men and women who
are publicly praising Doan's Kidney
Pills for relief from backache, kidney
and bladder ills. They say it to
friends. They tell it in the home papers. Santa Fe people are In this
chorus.
Here's a Santa Fe case.
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin
St..
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The splendid results I obtained from Doan's
Kidney Pills several years ago has
been permanent and for that reason,
my confidence in them has increased.
I suffered from a dull, heavy ache in
the small of my back and was subject
to headaches and dizzy spells. I always felt tired, had no ambition and
was in poor health when I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills. It did not take
long to cure me and from that day to
this, I have been free' from kidney
complaint. I willingly confirm tho
public statement I gave in January,
1907, telling of my experience with
Doan's Kidney Pills."
Pricn 50
For sale by all dealers.
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
n

HER

CO.

LEGHT
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN

I'

METH

ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this light? lo
make the home more homelike to make
the. home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

POW
N

IS QUITE

SO CONVEN

as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad nfght" Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.
IENT

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

The Tailor
Will clean, press repair

alter Ladies and
Gents' Garments at

or

prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
reasonable

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Made Suits, Overcoats,
We, the undersigned, have known
f. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
or Riding Suits.
believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially
Thirty years' of experience in
able to carry out any obligations
wade by his firm.
tailoring in seme of the largest
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O. cities in Europe and America.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
ally, acting directly upon the blood
EAvenue.
and mucous surfaces of the system. 101 Washington
sent free. Price 75!
Testimonials
cents per bottle. Sold by all DrugIPhoneBlack 22J.
gists.
Take Hall's Family PUIs for con. Goods Called for and Delivered.
tipation.

and

Rooms With Bath,

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

Gents' Custom

Skirts

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

JULIUS

?

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hih Ball Ginger Ale

e

W. C.

Yates, C. E.
In calling for these letters please
state whether advertised or not.
JOHN PFLUEGER,
Postmaster.

S 3

4

WOOD-DAVI- S

And Many Are the Voices of Santa
Fe People.
Thirty thousand "voices What a

Estrade, Juan

S

bath and kitchen.

30,000 VOICES.

Church,
Chavez, Dona Isabelita
Elliot, Frank

$ $

Ample hot water for both

cast of George Barr McCutch-eon'- s
"Beverly" has been carefully
selected from the leading metropolitan
and ability,
players of reputation
each and every one of the twenty-fivactors being admirably suited in appearance and temperament to the
part assigned, and the result Is as Delivered
nearly a perfect performance as it is
possible to achieve- Miss Dorothy
Howard who is perhaps our youngest
leading lady in years but not in experience has been especially engaged for the part of Beverly Calhoun.
She not only has a striking
resemblance to Harrison Fisher's
ideal "Beverly'' but gives to the part
that charm and girlishness which so
strongly marked her impression of
the Leading role of Cameo Kirby",
and when she appeared In the
New York production of "The
Avaitor" Miss Florence Radinoff, an
exceptionally talented and beautiful
Aviator." Miss Florence Radinoff, an
Ington's most exclusive society portrays Princess Yetive.

M. G.

Carer, Daniel
Clossin, Pete

)

gives more hot water, wil
less fuel, than any other range.

The

Examinations for assistant observer
in the Weather Bureau will be held on
October 16th, 1912, at the following
named places in and near to New
New
Mexico: Santa Fe and Roswell,
Mexico; Pueblo, Denver and Durango,
Colorado; El Paso and Amarillo, Texas; Phoenix, Arizona.
Applications for information in relation to the examinations, and for
admission to the same, should be addressed to the U. S. Civil Service
Commission, Washington, D. C.

it to

ajestic

EXAMINA-

Mrs. Ollie

Successor to

Also

KfcjppV

FACTORY WOOD

THE STAR BARN
S

Ex--

OBSERVER
TIONS.

for

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

FIRST-CLAS-

and Cold water in the
Most progressive

their homes.

CAST
FOR BEVERLY

ASSISTANT

else is as con

families are adding

1

ly

the

i

ducive to health and pleasure

is

Light, fluffy,

All Kinds of Building Materials.
ford JJJ Hickox Street, Near

17

that nothing

r

lola

wvm.

CALUHET

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

mam

fflUR entire tocountryfactis

eyMore
Economical

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For

M

Mil

lilfil

RETAIL

AND

Discussing the New Mexico School
of Mines at Socorro, President E. A.
Drake, now In the city, said today:
"The school opened Monday with
an enrollment fully as large as that
of last year and there Is every Indication that the total enrollment for
the year will be considerably greattr
than that of last year. Quite a large
number of the students who were in
the institution last year will not return for a week or two yet on account
of the fact that they were not able
to leave positions at which they were
Ei 1 1 mm
i
employed during the summer.
"The school Is in a very prosperous
II
condition and the present year is sure
to be one of the most successful in
the history of the Institution.
course of studies at the school
pi of "The
mineB are mine engineering, mill;
ing geology, metallurgical
engineerA course
ing and civil engineering.
1 nelectrlcal
engineering will be added just as 8oo n as the finances cf
the institution will permit.
"The courses of study are almost
identical with the
corresponding
courses offered in like institutions In
the east such as the Missouri School
School of
of Mines, the Michigan
Mines and the Columbia School
oi
Mines at New York.
"The school is winning a wide recognition partly through Its gradual oa.
These graduates have worked In responsible positions in the country and
they have never failed yet to make
There were six graduates In
good.
the class last spring and every one
cf them secured a responsible and luBAKING POWDER
crative position a'most Immediately
after he left the institution. In fact,
the young men who were at the colAnd it does better
lege last year and did not graduate
work. Simply follow
have, without exception, been emyour customary method
ployed at the mines of New Mexico,.
add a
Arizona and Mexico during the sum-net- ,
of preparation
I
large numbers of them earning
little less of Calumet
their
to
means
thiB
pursue
money by
I
than when using ordistudies at the institution next year.
"The services ot young men from
nary baking powder.
the New Mexico School of Mines are SPLENDID
Then watch the result.
always In demand."
and even-

il

CO.

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

WHOLESALE

I

pi

Always the Leader

GR

12, 1912.

SCHOOL OF MINES
IS AGAIN WELL
ATTENDED

The Little Store
Again Reminds You of

SEPT.

THURSDAY,

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,

THURSDAY,

8EPT.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

12, 1912.

THE CAPITAL TAILOR

PACE THREE

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

flkwroRK Letter

THEODORE
MASONIC.

Montezuma

New York, Sept. 12. Not without a was ready to say that the invention
struggle will the women of New York was about perfected. He believes it
give up the hobbleskirt.
Already will be on the market by October 1.
Mrs. Alletta Hull Smith, 91 years
there are the mutterlngs and the rumblings which portune a mighty earth- old, widow of Daniel Smith, died
quake. Fashion has decreed that the yesterday in her Janiicu home. She
figure Bhall again be veiled from view lived about sixty years in the house.
by a full skirt, but fashion is going to Her husband built the old town hall
have Its hands full before that decree in Jamaica. She had thirteen chilis put Into effect.
dren, sixteen grandchildren, thirty
children and one
It was learned today a petition is great-grangrandchild.
being circulated among the women of
A general strike of kosher butchers
the city protesting at the full skirt
and declaring for the continuance of was declared In this city yesterday.
the exhibition of lines and curve. Three thousand shops were affectNature's beauties should not be hid- ed. Committees were sent to the
shops, most of which were nonunion
den, the petitioners assert.
The full skirt defenders of the scant to get the men out. The strikers de
skirt argue it blots out personality. mand a 20 per cent wage increase, a
Women's figures become as much
day and recognition of the
alike as the faces of Oriental beauties union.
The biggest tieup in the building
when veiled to the eyes for airing.
Many of the women say they spent industry for years has been averted,
countless hours hounding and mould- ic is believed by an agreement to reing their figures into a form present- fer to arbitration the demands of the
able when clad in the Clinging, grace excavation teamsters against the Conful gowns of the last two years tractors' Protective Association. The
Should their work all go for nothing? srike had already tied up the wofk
the subway and throughout the
The hobble skirt has been benefl-jocial hygienically to the women of the city. It was estimated thirty or forty

Lodge

ROOSEVELT

No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communi-

Health is the foundation of all good
looks. The wise woman realizes this
WILL BE IN
cation first Monday
and takes precautious to preserve her
of each month at
N. M.,
clothes-lhealth and strength through the peMasonic
Hall at ALBUQUERQUE,
riod of child bearing. She remains a
1912.
7:30.
September 18th,
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
For
this occasion the Santa Fe
possible the suffering and dangers of CIIAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.
will sell tickets to Albuquerque
such occasions. This every woman
and return atone and one-fif- th
may do through the use of Mother's
Santa Fe Chapter No
fare for the round trip from all
Friend, a remedy that has been so long
1, R. A. M.
Regular
in use, and accomplished so much
second
convocation
points in New Mexico.
good, that it is in no sense an experiMonday of each month
$4.15 FROM SANTA FE
ment, but a preparation which always
at Masonic Hall at
produces the best results. K is for
7:30 p. m.
Dates of Sale, Sept. I7lh and 18th
external application and so penetrating
Return Limit, Sept. 19th.
in its nature as to thoroughly lubricate ARTIIUR SEUgman,'
H. P.
every muscle, nerve and tendon in
- - AGENT.
S.
H.
LUTZ,
Seer
tary.
volved during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
tailor-mad- e
Santa Fe Commandery
the skin and tissues, relieves tenderNo. 1, K. T. Regular!
ness and soreness, and perfectly preconclave fourth Mon-OW IS THE TIME
for
natural
safe
the
and
system
pares
day in each month at
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
Masonic HaU at 7:30
have Porch,
used and endorsed by thousands of
p. ni.
mothers, and its use will prove a comW. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
fort and benefit
and Lawn Sets, Swings
9
w. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
to any woman in
Awningsand Screensmade
need of such a
remedy. Mother's
Santa F Lodge of Per- to order by one who knows
Friend is sold at
No. 1, 14th defection
Ladders
how.
drug stores. Write for free book foi
country, they aver. Dieting has been thousand building mechanics were expectant
Ancient and Acgree.
contalna
which
mothers,
Tailor-mad- e
idle.
women
trained
have
Fat
prevalent.
cepted Scottish Rite of specialty.
Robbers entered a hat store on much valuable information.
to sizeable proportions. Adipose tisFree Masonry meets on
BBADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atltntt. C.
lower Broadway some time between
sue has been banished.
the third Monday of each month at
"The new styles are hideous and Saturday and Tuesday and stole six
7:I o'clock in the evening in Mason
more
is
party
representa- ic
tend toward artificiality," one of the thousand imported Austrian velour progressive
104Galisteo
Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting
tive of that sacred and constitutional
leaders in the rebellion said today. hats valued at $30,0on. A reward of
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially In
157 W.
:: SANTA FE, N. M
a
the
for
Telephone
and
of,
idea,
government
by
vited to attend.
"They are not suited to bring out $500 is offered.
of
old
than
either
the
line par32.
of people,
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
Sixty-twone's personality. They have no inpersons, forty-eigh- t
ties. And further, we might add, since
Venerable Master.
them children, were saved from death
dividuality and are prosaic in the
the accusation exists here that the
in a row of burning tenements in
re disappointed omce
A. E.
All had moosers
The sale to have been held yester- - Brooklyn by four policemen,
B. P. O. E.
mere
seeKers
is not a progressive
mat
day of the personal effects of Gen-- been overcome by smoke.
Santa Fe LodgeNo.
in
office
few
here
fact,
seeking
very
eral Daniel E. Sickles, to satisfy ai The "lid" will be clamped down
P. O. E.,
460, B.
ofor
ever
here
to
hold
held,
judgment for $8,000 obtained against tight in Tarrytown ever Saturday and fice, but like unto aspired
holds its regular
our
"Bull
great
him by the Lincoln Trust Company, Sunday to prevent the starting of any
session on the secwas adjorned by consent until today. new trouble by the Italian workers Moose," Theodore Roosevelt, and all
ond
and fourth
other
who
minds
constitute
great
The argument on the motion by Gen- on the John D. Rockfeller estate.
of each
Wednesday
his followers, as, Johnson of CaliforThe police were called this morneral Sickles to have the sale conductmonth. Visiting " All Go ids at Right Prices
KanCummins
of
of
Stubbs
Iowa,
nia,
ed under the supervision of an expert ing to an
brothers are invit
building by the
sas, Garfield, Spreckles and many othClothes.-S- ee
Never Mind About the Ready-Madalso was adjourned.
ed and welcome.
Bounding of an alarm on the ninth ers of
the Capital Tailor.
IS THE MOTTO OF
national fame, too numerous
Thomas A. Edison was so busy floor. It was found that thieves had to
FRANK T. BLAND V,
as
as
our
mention
of
well
those
Exalted Ruler,
last week that he found time for less been through every one of the first own
Sunshine state, men like
P. M. A. LIENAU,
than 22 hours' sleep.
By his eight floors, occupied by clothing ma,
Prich-ardColonel
Otero,
George W.
own accounting he
devoted one nufacturers. The intruders had reSecretary.
George W. Armijo, who by the
hundred and twenty-twhours of the moved truckloads of mechandise. The
a
re
stand
way
recently resigned
pat
Santa Fe Camp
to hard police believed the total loss would
one hundred and forty-fou- r
publican job; Hon. George Curry and
MEXICO MILITARY
work. This spurt of energy was ins- - reach $50,000.
13514, M. W. A.
Baca of Sandoval
Representative
meets second Tuespired by the need of finishing touches on his disk phonograph. Today he county; those
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL
progressives here who
soeach
month,
day
NEW
ROSWELL,
MEXICO.
have held office, I say like unto the
cial meeting third 309 San Francisco
above, have held same with honor and
'TheWestPoin of the Southwest.'
Tuesday at FirePOW-WO- W
distinction.
man's Hall. Visit
The stand patters here in this coun- ing
A really effective kidney and bladRanked as "Distinguished
neighbors welcome.
to
a
extent
are of uncertain
ty
great
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
der medicine must first stop the proInstitution " by the U. S.
frame of mind politically just now, CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
gress of the disease and then cure the
War Department.
and we believe that, while old Lincoln
conditions that cause it. Use Foley
Capitan, N. M., Sept. 12. The stand thereby they might possibly save county is slow and thoughtful, yet, by
Located In the beautiful Peeos
FARMER Kidney Pills for all kidney and bladW.
F.
the November election she will wake
Valley,3.700 feetabove sealevel,
pat republicans of old historic Lincoln themselves a few votes.
Homestead No.' der troubles and urinary irregularisunshine every flay. Open air
af- up with a surprising vote in support
While it was a very luke-warin conven
assembled
Brotherh- ties. They are safe and reliable.
2879,
county
Saturday
work throughout thti entire sesof Teddy, progressiveness, and good
to
one
was
it
a
the
of Ameri- They help quickly and permanently.
fair,
very
amusing
ood
of
school
at
the public
tion
sion.
building
Conditions for physical
In the yellow package. For sale by
can Yoemen.
and mental development are
this city to do honor to their chief few "moosers" who out of curiosity government.
IDEAL such as cannot be found
Meets first Fri- all druggists.
"Bill," and select delegates for their happened to attend. They lost sight
elsewhere in America. Four"
slate
day of the
being pulled off at and thought of their regular antagon- UEN. SISTER MARY
teen officers and Instructors, all
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
month at the
N. M. A mere handful ist, the democrats, and it appeared
Albuquerque,
graduates from standard EastSETON
DIES
AT
of the Interior,
In their eye was a
mote
the
Department
Firemen's
Hall.
great
answered
less
than
of
delegates
thirty
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
"moose."
down
H.
A.
stand
The
E.
this
Robinson.
sixForeman,
patter
to
roll
the
call
the
THE SANITARIUM
representing
modern In every respect.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
Aug. 22, 1912.
teen precincts of the county, which way seems to be becoming alarmed.
Notice is hereby given that Jose P.
Regents :
canA
from
"moose"
bobs
up
every
a representation
of about 81.
has
Siser
E. A. CAHOON, President.
Seton, one of the most
ODD FELLOWS, Gonzales of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
Some precincts were not represented yon and fork of the creeks. A notice- efficient Mary
and beloved nurses the SisJ. E. RHEA,
of
No. 2. I. O. O. F. April 1, 1907, made homestead entry
able
this
stand
feature
pat
pow
an
enthuall.
It lacked the usual
ters of Charity have had in the southJ. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
m
for NE
Section
Santa Fe Lodge No.
siasm, the only interest being mani- wow was the fact that its leading at- west, died of heart trouble at the St.
CZ JOHN W. PcE, Secretary.
meets
regularly 3!j, Township 19 North, Range 10 East,
W. A. F1NLAY. d
fest was a few roaring declarations tendants were office holders, either by Vincent Sanitarium yesterday mornNew Mex. Prin.
filed
from stand pat orators denouncing election, appointment or deputies, and ing. She had been in poor health for every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock notice of intention Meridian, has r
For particulars and Illustrated
to
make
Odd
in
Fellows
Hall.
brothsome
office
were
Visiting
aspir- some time and had been
disappointed
the progressives as every thing but
address,
quite ill for
proof to establish claim to the land
The committee upon resolu- ants. The absence of many notable the past three months. The news of ers always welcome.
good.
above described, before Register or
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
tions likewise reported a stiff de- and influential former old line repub- her death caused not only a shock to
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
nouncer against the "moosers" and licans was notably distinct.
her friends at the sanitarium but also FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. Fe, New Mexico, on the 17th day of
No.
holds
its
259,
Lodge
regular
Down this way those who consti- to those in the city.
progressives, but a few of the stronger
October, 1912.
Sister Mary Seton was known as meeting on the first Thursday of each
minds of the "pow-wow- "
realizing the tute the progressive element are those
Claimant names as witnesses:
m.
at
month
Fireman's
hall
at
7:30
p.
Miss
who
in
think
for themselves.
Annie Keough
read 'and
weakness of the stand pat situation,
the world and
Eucamaclon Gonzales, Francisco
Work for the New Mexican. It is
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican succeeded in voting down the adoption Who believe in education, justice and she was born 39 years ago at Iron-to- Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
Dominguez, M. Dominguez and Rafael
come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
working for you, for Santa Fe and sees more people in one day than you of that part of the resolutions de- square deals, and therefore, believe
Ohio. She entered the order of
Montoya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
DAVID
GONZALES,
Secretary.
the new state.
can see in a month. Try one.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
nouncing the "moosers," thinking that the principles enunciated by the the Sisters of Charity at Mount St.
Joseph, Cincinnati, Ohio, 21 years ago.
Register.
L.
Route
T.
Ga.,
She has been stationed most of the
Parks, Murrayville,
recentwas
1, is in his 73rd year, and
time in Colorado and New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Sister Mary Seton is survived by ly cured of a bad kidney and bladder Department of the Interior,
her two sisters, Sister M. Boniface of trouble. He says himself: "I have
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
St. Joseph's Academy, Albuquerque, suffered with my kidneys. My back
August 22, 1912.
and Sister Mary Gonzales of St. Jos- ached and I was annoyed with bladNotice Is hereby given that Jose N.
I can truthfully Gonzales of
eph at Pueblo, and a niece, Miss Mary der irregularities.
Galisteo, N. M., who, on
Conlon of Santa Fe. The Sisters Mary say, one 50c bottle of Foley Kidney
May 27, 1907, made Homestead Entry
conGonzales and M. Boniface arrived in Pills cured me entirely."
They
No. 11515, for S
Section 33,
SE
Santa Fe last evening.
tain no habit forming drugs. For S
SW
Section 34, Township
The funeral services will be held sale by all druggists.
15 North, Range 9 East, N. M.
P.
tomorrow morning. The Rev. Jules
Meridian, has filed notice of intenof
the
sanitarium,
Deraches, chaplain
Are You a Seller? An advertise tion to make
proof, to establish
celebrating a requiem mass. Interment ment in the classified columns of the claim to the land above described, beCITY
will be in Rosario cemetery.
New Mexican will put your real r? fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
The following tribute was paid the tate on the market effectively. It wlli Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
GOING OUT
Sister today by one of her friends put the facts of your property before the lath day of October, 1912.
who knew her as a nurse and nun:
the eyea f all possible buyers.
Claimant names as witnesses:
"While in the city Sister Mary Se
Juan
Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, AuYOU
TO
GOING
ARE
ton had the care of the sick, and her
Pena,
A Jitt'e want ad costs but a few gustine Montoya, Estanislado
and devotion cents and
sweetness, tenderness
brings wonderful results all ot Galisteo, New Mexico.
well
is
to the sick and
suffering
MANUEL R. OTERO,
when published in the New Mexican.
known to the many to whom she minone.
Register.
Try
istered in all those years. Nothing
was too hard for her and many times
of
marshe not only gave the day to her patients, but the nights, as well, were
devoted to them when the case was
serious.
"Her disposition, life and sentiments
were angelic and
those who lived
FOLLOWING ARE A FEW ARTICLES THAT CAUGHT OUR EYE AS WE GLANCED DOWN THE COUNTER :
with her and came in contact with
her daily felt that she had never lost
JAPANESE KIM0NAS.
LACES AND EMBROIDERIES
her baptismal innocence. Her death
The biggest stock to pick from in the state. Pay you to lay In a
Long Kimonas very high grade finely made and finished. .$3.00. .$1.60
was most beautiful.
She went to
15c
10c
and
5c
at
these
values
were
Short Klmona Sacks, Nice Flannelette
that
7c,
prices,
year's supply
65c 35c
meet her Heavenly Spouse with all
Linnen Torchons, 10, 121-5c
and 15c grades
BEAUTIFUL EMBROIDERY DRESS PATTERNS.
the faith and love that inspires a
5 and 10c
Cotton Clunles, 10, 15 and 25c grades
Juat few left fine Marquisette full width six yards to the
young woman to leave oil and give
RIBBONS AT PRICES TO URGE YOU TO TAKE THE WHOLE LOT.
life for the sick and suffering.
her
pattern
$8, $11, $4.35, $6
5c
Baby ribbons that were 2 yards for 5c to close at 10 yards
went to meet the Master, innoShe
10 and 15c grades
5c
PANAMA AND VOILE DRESS SKIRTS.
Niagara made high grade 71-cent
and pure as the lilies of the
20c
Best wired, hair ribbons 35c grades
Just a few of the very best quality all wool Voiles and Panamas,
field, with all her good works before
A FEW HIGH GRADE SWITCHES LEFT.
$6, $10 and $12, Now
,
her and confident of hearing from the
$3, $6
& Rio
3 oz. 26 inches long high grade human hair values from $3.50 to $4,
'Well done, good and faithMaster,
Y0UNH NEN'S OVERCOATS.
now
$2.10
ful servant, enter thou into the Joys
It will pay you boys to buy It now for you will need It In another
Other values that run from $2.75 to $3.25
$1.65
IN EFFECT,
of the Lord."''
week or two. Kirsehbaum all pure wool, Presto collar, medium Third grade all fully guaranteed best value ever shown $2, now. .85c
length ulster that should keep you warm and snug
$10, $5
ONE LONELY EDISON PHONOGRAPH.
Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has used
BIGGEST BARGAINS IN UMBRELLAS
The new machine playing either the two or four minute records, regFoley's Honey and Tar Compound for
ular price at dealers $22.50, will let you carry it off for
An article we all need but seldom can find. You can now get two
$12.50
years, and says she always recommends it to her friends. "It never
and have one at both ends of the line for what you been paying
STANDARD COPYRIGHT BOOKS
fails to cure our coughs and colds
for one.
A dozen or so from well known authors such aa Mrs. Holmes or South-wort- h
and
High Grade Gloria Silks best made at any price, $2.50 and $3.... $1.50
prevents croup. We have five
sold
for
25c
that originally
$1.50 to close at
Another lot fully guaranteed same make, $1.50, $2
children and always give them Foley's
$1
One Alcott set regular price anywhere $12.50
$7.50
Third assortment best values ever known, 75c and $1
45c
Honey and Tar Compound for a cold,
Little Colonel series, regular price $1.50.
$1.00
t
and they are all soon well. We would
not be without it In our house." For
sale by all drugglsta.
to
If you uce emboasea stationery, you
For information
can do no better than placing your or.
call on or
any D. & R. Q. Agent
der with the New Mexican Printing
will
be
prices
qsvted upon request
Fe.
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A.,
Our stylet and '.oras are strictly up

et
Since we must wear
us wear the kind that
look as if they were made
for us, Store Clothes are
all right for people who "dont
care" but it is certainly more
economical even for the "dont
care" man to have a
suit because it will last
longer, fit better and look
more like prosperity than
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Come to the Capital Tailor
and choose a snappy pattern.
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A Feast of foraiis

2

2

PEOPLE OF THIS
have never before in the old town's history had
a feast of bargains as they have had at our
OF
PRICES during the last week. Some of our best friends came in a
litte skeptical, but timidly asked, "
REALLY
QUIT?"
To all such inquiries we simply had to refer them to the prices we are making to
fully convince them. These prices are not on one or two catch articles, but on our
ENTIRE LINE
the highest grade of merchandise that we could find in the
kets of the country. Many lines are badly broken already, but remember this sale
will last as long as there is anything left. The sooner we close out the better it will
suit us.

THE

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO

2

All

Stations East and West
FROM

Stations on the Denver?

Grande

June 1st to Septembei 30th
Return Limit, October 31st
Liberal Stopovers.

W. NITOWNSENDA CO.

etc.,

to

dat.

as
write to

rates, reservations,
or
Santa

'

'

The Remrntan Cut
demonirate tht only
bottom ejtcKng Pump Gum

y

Boston at Chicago.
New York at St. Louis.

ONLY KNOWN PITCHER WHO CAN CONCEAL A BASEBALL IN ONE OF HIS HANDS

At New
New York
Sr. Louis

.

Battries: Mathewson and
Harmon and Bresnahan.

R. H.E.
2

G

4

6

V

4
2

Wilson;

7

... .0

Batteries: Hess, Perdue and

Rari-den-

1

I

Hammerless. Safe.

h,

4

Willi WP

BASEBALL

1--

2

4

1--

1-- 4

4

1-- 2

1--

4

New York Clry

5

1-- 4

04728-11-90-

Remington Arms-UnioMetallic Cartridge Co.

299 Broadway

1-- 4

4

4

2

n

Ben-

1-- 4

4

2

4

0
0

1--

2

4

2

4

For trap or field work (he fastest natural pointer.
Look it over today
Your dealer has one.

R. H.E.

submit plans and prices of their own,
...
'August 15, 1912.:v
$nd the Board of Commissioners re- , '
serves the right to reject any and
Notice is hereby.: given that David
all bids or to accept any bid made Quintana, 'of "Pojoaque, New Mexico,
that in their judgment is for the best who, on July 19, 1909, made Homestead
NE
SE
interest of Santa Fe County, New Entry No. 010716, for S
SE
Mexico.
NE
SE
N
S
SW
S
NE
NE
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
SW
NE
SW
SW
,.'
B
Chairman.
NE
SW 4 &E
W
NW
Attest: M. O. ORTIZ, Clerk.
SE
SE
NW
E
SE
NE
Section
NW
NWT
SE
E
NOTICE FOr: PUBLICATION.
10, Township 19 N., Range 6 E., N. M.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenproof, to estion to make three-yea- r
August 9, 1912.
to
above deland
claim
the
tablish
Pecos Forest.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel scribed, before Register or Receiver,
Lamy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
New Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made Mexico, on the 10th day of October,
19.12.
Homestead Application No.
Claimant names as witnesses:
S
for SW
NW
NE
NW
SW
Section 8. Township
Pedro Gomez, Severo Gonzales,
17 N.. Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
Gonzales, Dalfido Gomez, all
has filed notice of Intention to make of Udefonso, New Mexico.
r
final
MANUEL R. OTERO, .
proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
Register.
2

five-yea-

iai.

p

up-stat- e
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32nd- ANNUAL

New Mexico State Fair
ALBUQUERQUE.
October 7, 8, 9, 10, II,

1912.

12,

BIG PREMIUMS FOR

Live Stock
AND

Poultry Exhibits
D. K. B. SELLERS,
: ;
;
President.

FRANK A. STORTZ
:

Secretary.

;

-

;

THE

eULLINGS IN
eLOUDeROFT

x

Register.

4

ft

"17'

R. OTERO,

1-- 2

R. H. E.
At Brooklyn (2d game)
0
G
9
Cincinnati
1
8
4
near Cloudcroft during the summer, merit in the past and assures the
Brooklyn
Bateries: Gregory, McGraynor and will teach this year at Tularosa.
Santa Fe fans of reciprocation if ever
Sevroid; Rucker and Erwin, Miller.
Thomas Slade, who has been assist- - called upon.
ing Scott B. Williams with his real (Signed) MATSON and KELEHER,
R. H. E. ebtate and insurance work during the
At
Base Ball Managers.
Philadelphia
in the light of a joke.
715 1 summer season, will go to El Paso
Harry has little trouble in closing ment
Abies is the most reliable pitcher Pittsburg
2
3
6
or. the 15th. Mr. Slade is going on rovernor DIX SAYS HE
Philadelphia
his digits over the pill. He has per- on the payroll of the Oakland team.
Batteries: Hendricks and Gibson; the road and will make El Paso his
IS AGAIN A CANDIDATE.
with
led
formed his feat so many hundred
the
league
Last season he
Alexander and Killifer.
headquarers working out of there.
times that he looks upon his achieve a grand percentage of .G67.
Many families here will remain unSyracuse, N. Y., Sept. 12. The meet- R. H. E. til the end of the month, the full limit
At St. Louis (2d game)
nf fho Homnnrnttr. Rtatp rnmmitt.ee
rtr
1
1 5
St. Louis
in uie season uckbi
MUI1ty chairmen called here today in
field in the major leagues next season New York
G
2 is one or tne
4
prettiest monins in and the conference of democratic
by any means.
Geyer, Greiner and Wingo; Tesreau Cloudcroft and many are taking ad county chairman called heer today in
and Wilson.
vantage of the time allowed on their order that state leaders might greet
EXIT WALLACE.
tickets to enjoy the pretty weather.
Governor Wilson, gave opportunity for
THREE STARS IN GREAT RACE.
After 17 years, service in the ma-- j
AMERICAN.
of
conference concerning the make-useason
strenuous
of
a
been
Wallace
This has
R. H. E.
jor leagues, Bobby
thej At St. Louis.
state
the
nominated
to
be
ticket
the
by
IRRIGATION
NORE
soon
for Ty Cobb between suspensions and St. Louis Browns is likely to be
3
2
8
St. Louis
convention here October 1.
the fact that Tris Speaker and Joe asked to go to the minors. Reasons: New York
0 G 3
AND USUAL STIR
Gov. Dix, who is seeking
Jackson have both set sail for his Salary too high, usefulness waning.
Allison and Alexander; Wai"i .,),
has not changed his attitude on
DEMING
ABOUT
crown. But the Georgia cyclone has
WalKeating and Sweeney.
Manager Stovall gave a hint of
"I am a candidate," he
the
subject.
besame
own
come into his
again, the
lace's future when he said, in re"and
said
expect to be
today,
avering the leadership in the batting
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
sponse to questions:
Deming, N. M., Sept. 12. Hugh H.
and
age column of the American league.
cor3
6 1 Williams, chairman of the state
to build up my team, Washington
"I am
Charles F. Murphy, Tammany leadTy feels most natural when he is hit- and newlooking
2
7 1 poration commission of New Mexico, er, has been testing sentiment among
are what I want. Cleveland
players
he
at
but
as
above
.400,
present,
ting
Groome
and Henry,
done
Williams; met with the board of directors of the the
committeemen but has
is being pressed hard by Speaker and Look at what Washington has club.
Kahler
O'Neil.
and
Chamber of Commerce today to dis- declined to indicate what he has learnthe
blood
Mitchell,
into
new
by
injecting
disJackson, and the season has some
cuss the matter of freight rates into ed or what his preferences are,
I am- figuring on several trades. Yes,
tance to go yet.
A copy of the letter addressIt is well known, however, that
will be in the deal, if we can PITCHER RAYMOND MET
Deming.
Wallace
There are many fans who think
A VIOLENT DEATH. ed by the state corporation commis- some of the leaders have expressed
has lots
I
it,
it.
work
Wallace,
figure
Speaker is a better all around ball
Chicago, 111., Sept. 12. Arthur L. sion to the various traffic departments their opposition to the nomination , of
in him. Bob's salary
player than Ty Cobb. Certainly he is of good playing
to us. of course he Raymond, known to the baseball pub- - doing business in the state alleging Governor Dix.
is
a
handicap
big
looms
He
better
every year.
getting
his check lie as "Bugs", came to his death from discriminatory rates was read to the
up as the player most likely to take would be no good to us if
"internal hemorrhages and injuries board. The board passed a resoluNOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
cut."
was
Ty's crown as the king of the diamond.
to his brain due to external violence,'1 tion
the action of Sealed proposals will be received
endorsing
heartily
Wallace's salary, prior to his, beHe is a great batter, fielder, base runaccording to a verdict of a coroner"s the state commission in taking up this by the County Commissioners of
ner and thrower. Billy Murray, the coming manager of the Browns, call- jury
today.
important matter and commend Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
to
is
one
best
who
thinks
of
ed for $5500 a year, according
Pittsburgh scout,
Fred Cigrag, 26 years old, was held verythe
method employed by the com- twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the 8th
ing
Speaker is better than Cobb right now obtainable inrormauon.
mis ngure I" the
of
pal,siff mi89in- - The secretary was instructed day of October, 1912, for furnishing
.
and will soon outclass him altogether. followed a cut from $6500. Follow- the board to prepare an article on all materials for one bridge to be built
One good thing to contemplate in this ing his retention as manager of thai that
Cicrang kicked Raymond into by
rates into and out of Dem- at the Arroyo Atascoso, near ' the
connection is that modesty is Speak- team his salary is said to have been unconsciousness
in a fight on Septem-raise- d the freight
for
er's middle name.
publication in the local paing
ber 1.
$3000 a year, or to $7500.
A
committee was appointed,
pers.
Wal
his
about
asked
was
When
future,
found dead in a down
Raymond
CUSHMAN A GREAT TWIR.LER.
consisting of W. E. Holt, A. W. Pol-- ; WILLIAM FARAH EMIL MIGNARD0T
town hotel Saturday.
lace said:
lard and J. A. Mahoney, to draft suit-- ;
Ed Cushman, a left hander of fame
"No minor leagues for me. I know
able resolutions concerning the death
during the early days, came the near- two clubs which will take me off
of Solomon Luna.
est to winning every game he pitched Stovall's hands, but the price must
A meeting of the real estate men
In a season, just missing a complete be moderate. If I don't make good
run of victories in losing one game by with another club it means goodby to
was called for Thursday night in the
a score of 2 to 1 in ten innings. Had baseball for me. I'll not go down the
rooms of the Chamber of Commerce
he landed that game Cushman would ladder."
to discuss various matters of interest
have had a record never equalled. He
both to the organization and to the An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Cloudcroft, N. M. When the
'
started by winning thirteen victories,
MARTY IS GOOD.
Men"s association of Cloudcroft, real estate men.
Lemp's Beer will kill your
then lost one, and finished by getting
O. Wetmore is having 200 acres
(New Mexico, had its last meeting a
, .
Ira
thirst!
are
aeienaing general discusslon of shipping from of land grubbed and plowed 11 miles A
won
thirteen more, making twenty-siPittsburg writers
Ulass of California Wine will
and one lost, a percentage of .963, the Marty OToole. They say he has to the Cioudcroft station wa8 entered south of Deming. Two irrigation
blood in your veins I
or
one
to
team
other
the
hold
put
in
s
all
of
basetime
twoirito
was
and it
highest
organized
thought bv those pres-runwill be installed on this prop-- ; A Drink of Old
Taylor Whiskey
to win and because he was so ent that this year would be a record plantsthis fall and a
ball. Cushman made the record while
large portion of it
erty
will make you forget your
pitching for Milwaukee, then in the well advertised by that $22,500 paid breaker for Cloudcroft.
Writh the er- will be planted to vineyard the com- northwest league, in 1884.
ror him, he is panned for what would ection of stock pens which the El
troubles
season. John Tarabino, of Trin-- ,
be overlooked in other pitchers. That paSo & Southwestern system has al-i-s ing
Orders Attended To Promptly.
Phone
interare
and
others
several
WOULD TRADE BENDER.
about the right dope. Marty is a ready agreed to put in here live stock idad,
Mr. Wetmore In putting
with
ested
A rumor that Connie Mack is will- good pitcher, Pittsburg knockers to shipments will move from this point, in
this "Swiss-Italian- "
vineyard.
IMPORTED
j
ing to trade his once great pitcher, the contrary notwithstanding.
something that has not been possible
The representation of Deming at the
and DOMESTIC
into
the
before.
will
Adams
be
Chief Bender, for another twirler c
There
of
After Babe
sprang
many cars
bull moose convention and at the dem-whatever-you-havis
circulating limelight from obscurity by winning apples shipped from Cloudcroft and ocratic convention in Albuquerque 255 San Francisco St. Phone 239 W
around the American league.
the world's series of 1910 for the several buyers have already been In amounted to 18. Alt of the
delegates
The failure of the world champion Pirates, the fans expected so much the field in this section. A record for were
with
literature,
Deming
provided
was
unmade
last year
apple shipments
Athletics to get up into first position of him in 1911 and roasted him so
banetc., and appropriate
is blamed directly on the Big Chief. mercifully for the slightest lapse that but the present outlook is much bet- stickers,
and succeeded in giving Dem-- j
He has had a hard year. Already he Fred Clarke decided not only' to use ter than last year. Crops have been ners,considerable
publicity at the con-- j
this season but ing
has suffered more defeats than he him in Pittsburg, but not even to let slightly damaged
vention.
be
there
will
more
many
shippers
drew during the entire season of 1911, him work out before the games there
The delegates to the regular repub-and his victories total only about a with the rest pf the team, and the than last season. Vegetable shipments
lican state convention are as follows:
will
car
the
forward
from
load
go
by
dczen.
On
the
scheme worked well.
road,
the very beginning of the season and Joe Kelly, Hugh H. Williams, C. J.
A sore wing has made the Indian where he stood on his merits and not
a much larger area has been planted Laughren and Ralph C. Ely.
He never has on his one performance he was treat- for
practically useless.
Rev. Duncan Mathewson,
recently
shipment this year. As to grain
been a. rugged athlete, but he has ed fairly and regained his nerve.
there is employed minister of the Presbyterian
oats,
shipments,
especially
I in
played
poor health
particularly
no doubt that many more cares than church, who was called to Canada
ANY PRICE
this yejar.
last year will be shipped. The farm- on account of the severe illness of
Some of the critics say Sender
ers in this section are just beginning his mother, wires that he will be in
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
would have been swapped off some
Won Lost Pet. to realize the possibilities of this Deming Sunday and will preach at the
No matter what price you
months ago but for the fact that every New York
39
92
.702 section in the agricultural line. As Presbyterian church.
to invest in an Adding
have
in
is
American
the
manager
league
43
82
.631 for wood shipments, Cloudcroft has
E. T.
Assistant Superintendent
Machine
it will buy more
afraid of any trade proposed by the Chicago
53
79
.599 always been the leading shipping Plowman, of the Harvey system, is In
Pittsburgh
canny Connie Mack. When the man- - Cincinnati
than you
the
from
66
67
New
Burroughs
Mexico.
in
are
.496 point
There
Deming on business.
Add68
63
.485 scores here who deal in wood throughfrom
can
other
any
get
of
Phiadelphia
C.
the
recent
R.
manger
Taylor,
talks a swap it is time to throw the 1st. Louis
55
.416 out the entire year. With the
77
Omato
local Harvey house, has gone
ing Machine Company.
combination on the safe, barricade the
82
.374
. . .49
Lumber company again en- ha, Neb. His
Brooklyn
place is being filled at
492 styles of Burroughs,
doors, open the windows and holler Boston
39
91
.300 tering the field in this section in a the
present time by W. J. Campbell,
for help.
to do all kinds of work
small way many more than in the past of the
built
A
new
Alvarado, Albuquerque.
So he may have to keep Bender1
few years will find employment durAMERICAN,
sold
on easy payments If
manager of the local Harvey house
Wo'n Lost Pet
awhile, anyway.
ing the winter months and as a small will be sent here within the next few
at prices to fit any
desired,
38
.712 planing mill is being erected above
BoBton
9.4
JORDON AGAIN.
weeks.
of
economy.
degree
53
&
on
the
.6o2 Cioudcroft
SouthEl Paso
80
Philadelphia
Herman Lindauer, son of Sigmond
Don't be surprised to find half a Washington
55
.593 western road Cloudcroft will be di"We'll prove it anywhere.
..80
Pana68
64
dozen major league clubs putting in a Chicago
.485 rectly benefitted by all the business Lindauer writes from Empire,
73
62
.459 done by the Alamogordo Lumber com- ma, that he secured a position the
draft for Tim Jordan of the Toronto Detroit
second day after he arrived here, that
74
59
club when the drafting season opens Cleveland
.444 pany.
84
48
next month. Big Tim, who was wanted New York
.364
Mrs. A. Goodman has closed her board is cheap,, conditions are fine
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
87
.341 summer cottage on Squirrel avenue and he is well pleased.- 45
so badly by the Pirates last year, is St. Louis
W. H. LONQ, Sales Manaier.
and she and her daughter, Miss Goodplaying a great game for the International league leaders and looks like
WESTERN LEAGUE.
man, returned to El Paso Tuesday
P.O. Box 702, El Paso, Texas.
one of the most promising of candiWon Lost Pet. night. Mrs'. Goodman cpmpleted her HERE'S BOUQUET
next
59
85
in
beshow
.590 summer cottage just before the
the big
Denver
dates to be back
FOR SANTA
63
83
season. Manager Joe Kelly of Toron- - Omaha
.569 ginning of the season and it is one
FE'S FANS
64
to refused to sell Tim this year, and St Joseph
.559 of the prettiest in Cloudcroft.
..81
74
67
.525
It was a wise move as Jordan has Des Moines
W. Albert Cloman who was with
71
76
.483 Bailey" Pharmacy during the sumThe New Mexican Sporting Editor
done his share in placing the club in Lnicoln
4 Horse Power
69
77
.473 mer months has gone to Tularosa N. has received the following telegram
Wichita
the lead.
PRICE, $165.00
67
75
.472 M., where he has bought out a drug which speaks for itself:
It would not be surprising to learn Sioux City
With
48
97
12.
Imported Magneto.
.331
N.
will
M.,
Sept.
his
make
Tularosa
business
and
a
Topeka
Albuquerque,
in
that the Pittsburg club had put
AlMotorCycle wiiDout a doubt with trouble
if
it
Will
you
home.
greatly appreciate
left at the factory.
draft for the former Brooklyn first
WHERE THEY PLAY, TODAY.
J. I. Bailey and family went to El Interview Daniel C. Ortiz and other
The Pirates could use Jorbaseman.
SanPaso Monday night. Tuesday Mrs. base ball fans relative to having
dan very nicely next year, for, alNATIONAL.
Bailey and the children left for Cali- ta Fe represented at the state fair
though Jack Miller has been playing
a fair game on the initial sack, he S. Louis at New York, two games. fornia where they will remain during tournament and publish interviews in
Cincinnati at Brooklyn, two games. the winter months and Mr. Bailey re- New Mexican.
cculd easily be moved back to his
Santa Fe has always been the mainturned to Cloudcroft.
Chicago at Boston, two games.
eld position, a place that has been a
The Cloudcroft school was opened stay of the tournament and we sinPittsburg at Philadelphia.
weak spot in the Pirates' infield. With
Monday with a good enrollment. Prof. cerely trust that greater Santa Fe
Jordon on first. Miller on second,
LEAGUE.
AMERICAN
J M. Helm is principal and Mrs. C. will have a club here in October. AlByrne at the far corner and Wagner
LIGHT, BILBNT AMI) RBLIABLM
A. Redic has charge of the primary buquerque appreciate); what Santa Fe
Philadelphia at Detroit.
holding down his old job at infield in
PASH
BROS., Acts. Santa Fe.
tournawork. Miss Vida Redic, who taught has done for the base ball
Clarke would not have the worst in- - Washington at Cleveland.

9b

MANUEL

2

sight rapid pointing always.
a straight
Hammerless
Solid Breech
perfectly balanced
strong sweep of beauty from stock to muzzle.
Three Safety Devices accidental discharge impossible.
a quarter turn of the barrel does it
Simple Take-Dow- n
carrying, cleaning, interchange of barrels made easy your
fingers are your only tools.

;

R. H. E.
At Boston (2d game)
4
7 4
Chicago
8 1
7
Boston
,
Pierce, Lavender, Reulbach and Cotter; Tyler, Perdue and Rariden.
1
Brooklyn
0
Cincinnati
Batteries: Ragon and Miller;
ton and Clarke.

'

Bottom Ejection empty shells are thrown downward smoke
and gases must go the same way, too insuring uninterrupted

2
2

8
8

Toney, Reulbach and Cotter.

At Brooklyn (1st game)

mm
Gun11
Pump
Solid-Breec-

R. H. E.

At Boston (1st game)

Boston
Chicago

fore Register or Receiver, TJ. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex., on the
91 h
day of October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales,
ot Pecos, New Mexico; Manuel Delga-do- ,
of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan
Ramirez, of Pecos, New Mexico.

FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

LEAGUE.

York.(Jst game)

12, 1912.

Each bid must be accompanied by
a certified check in the sum of ten
NOTICE
per cent of the amount of bid.
Parties desiring so to do, may also Department

TODAY'S GAMES.
NATIONAL

Town of Galisteo, New Mexico.
All the material and work" shall be
furnished and done in accordance
with plans and specifications made by
the Midland Bridge company of Kansas City, Missouri, on file in the office
of the County Clerk at Santa Fe,
where they may be seen and examin-

ed.

NATIONAL

This is the trusty left of Harry
Abies, the giant southpaw of the
Oakland team (California), who is
the only man in the Pacific Coast
league and perhaps in any other league who can conceal the ball in his
closed hand.

SEPT.

THURSDAY,
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Capital Bar

j

'

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.

1

UUAKO

PEERLESS BAR

1

j

e

Fine

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

1

SUMMER
TOURIST
17
RATES

HOW THEY STAND

o

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

j

i

Pope Motor Cycle

,

St. Paul,
$50.35

St. Louis,
$44.35

Chicago,

$50.35

Denver,

$21.10

CoIo.fSprings,

Pueblo,

Salt Lake,

$18.15

$16.15

$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

$46.90

$55.90

San Diego,

"

Oakland,

San Francisco,
One way via;

Portland,

$73.35

to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.

On sale daily,

Oberal Stop Over Privileges.

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

For further information call on or address,

H S. LUTZ, AgenV

"

SANTA FE, N. M.

SEPT.

THURSDAY,

0.

Established

SANTA

12, 1912.
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PERSONALS

li

Ml

bill

expected home tonight from

CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF

Que.

School Day Clothes

GIRLS

FOR SCHOOL
SHOES,
.

SWEATERS, UNDERWEAR

SHIRTS,

CAPS,

Headwear.

Correct

Find the

imm

SUITS FOR MEN

Domatter how unusual your shape we can fit you in a

Styles In

MILLINERY

FITFORM OR BENJAMIN'S

MRS. W. UNDHARDT,

SUIT

OR OVERCOAT

and please you in our Large Assortment of Snappy Grays,
Drowns and Blues.

Federal Judge and Mrs. William H. JACK JOHNSGN'S
ALL THE NEW MODELS JUST IN.
125 Palace Ave.
Pope returned last night by auto from
WIFE (S DEAD
'
Denver.
Epimenio Esquibe! of Tierra Aniar-iliis in the city for a few days visitChicago, 111., Sept. 12. .Mrs. Jack
ON MEXICAN WAR.
Johfrson, wife of, the world's cham TAFT TAKES COUNSEL
ing friends.
E. A. Drake, president of the New pion heavyweight pugilist, committed
Alexic School of Mines, is in the city suicide late last" 'night in her apart
Beverly, Mass., Sept. i 2. President
on business.
ment here by shooting herself through Taft today received Chandler P. AnB8B
Henry Robertson, of Flora Vista, is the head. She died an hour later at a derson, counsellor for the state dehere on business before the board of hospital.
partment, who came down to Beverly
equalization.
Facts that came out soon after Mrs. from York Beach, Maine. It was ad
M. Herzstein, the well known sales- Johnson
shot herself showed that mitted that Mr. Anderson's interests
man from the Duke City, is at the she had decided to commit suicide as in the Mexican situation, made certain
Montezuma hotel.
soon as her husband left the house to a discussion of conditions in Mexico.
Miss Hazel Sparks left last night go down town.
for Boston, where she will study dur-It will not pay you to waste youi
Then Mrs. Johnson called her two
For Men, Women, Misses and Children
ing the coming year.
colored maids into her bedroom and rime writing out your legal formf
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena told them she wanted them to join when you can get them already printone-ha- lf
On all Summer Goods, going
price.
has gone to Albuquerque to attend the her in
prayer. With an arm about ed at the New Mexican Printing
AND
ALL
STOCK.
NEW
convention.
republican
each of them, Mrs. Johnson knelt at Company
Miss Clementina Chavez and Miss
Must be moved immediately for Fall Arrivals.
the bedside. The maids followed her
Barbarita Chavez are here from Albu
and
to- the
three
example,
prayed
querque visiting friends.
for several minutes.
L.
Bradford gether
Former Governor
As they arose, Mrs. Johnson press-- "CASGARETS"
THE
Prince is in Albuquerque attending;
DRY GOODS
GO.
ADOLF
ing her hands to her face, said: "God
the republican convention.
woman
a
who
is
poor
pity
lonely."
Attorney Francis E. Wood, who has
She sent each of the maids into
B23S.C
been here on business, has returned
otner room9 on errands and before
UUCATIVE
BEST
to his home in the Duke City.
Corporation Commissioner Hugh H. either had time to return, a shot was
Williams has returned from a trip to ,h'('d and when they came back, they
found her lying on the floor, fatally
the southern part of the state.
uptothe-minut- e
She was taken to a hosFf liciano 'Sena left yesterday for wounded.
Your
Cleanes
Thoroughly
tile Duke City to attend the republican pital, where she died at 3:30 this
Liver and Bowels While
FURNITURE ITEMS
convention to which he is a delegate. morning.
On the recent trip to Las Vegas,
Mrs. Mary P. Conway is expected
Your Sleep.
home this evening from Raton, where, when Johnson fought Jim Flynn, Mrs
she spent a fortnight visiting rela- - Johnson is said to have remarked to
No odds how bud your liver, stomfriends that every one shunned her
tives.
or bowels; how much your head
ach
because
she
had
married
who
a
A.
has
Edward
and
Mann,
negro
Judge
how miserable and uncomaches,
was
she
that
matters
on
state
before the
been here
unhappy.
Mrs. Johnson was ;:i years old and fortable you are from constipation,
supreme court, has returned to AlbuA Special Sale on all Ingrain Delton Carpets!
the daughter of Mrs. David Terry, of indigestion, biliousness and sluggish
querque.
dethe
intestines
get
you
N.
Y.
always
When
she married
Clarence Pierce, one of the best Brooklyn,
'
UNDERTAKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
Johnson, she was the divorced wife of sired results with Cascarets and
Unowi'. salesmen of the city, has
too.
quickly,
from an extensive trip in the Clarence Duryea, a well known
Don't let your stomach, liver and
turf man.
middle, west.
Take
Mrs. Johnson's act was attributed bowels make you miserable.
Col. Bronson M. Cutting, publisher
E
CO.
THE
Cascarets tonight! put an end to the
her
to
a
husband
by
nervous
attack,
of the Xew Mexican, returned today
nervdizziness,
fiom Albuquerque where he attended one of a series from which she had headache, biliousness,
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
ousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
suffered for two years.
the progressive convention.
other
all
and
backache
distress;
Mrs. Johnson also is said to have
formerly stir-- i shown
Morgan Llewellyn,
of tuberculosis. She cleanse your inside organs of all the
veyor general of Xew Mexico, and was to symptoms
FIRE
have
left
for
INSURANCE
Las Vegas last bile, gases and constipated matter
FIRE
now practicing law in Las Cruces, has
which is producing the misery.
returned home after a brief visit in night.
A
box means health, happi-- ;
Mrs. Johnson did not regain conthe capital.
Three well furnished rooms
head for months. No
a
ness
clear
and
sciousness
the
after
Miss Lena Lorenzo", who graduated
shooting. Her
if
WITH PANTRY, BATH AND LARGE HALL
distress
of
and
more
gloom
husband
days
and seven other persons,
recently from Loretto Academy in this
will take a Cascaret now and
you
relatives
of
the
mainly
one
as
negro
a
has
pugilist
position
accepted
city,
were at her bedside when she died. A then. All druggists sell Cascarets.
of the assistant teacher of the
Roman
Catholic
priest administered Don't forget the children their little
schools.
insides need a good, gentle cleansing,
Maximo Herrera, clerk of the schoo'. extreme unction.
Also Room for Single Gentleman 1 Bl'k from Plaza
too.
ir.
is
directors board at San Ildefonso,
Santa Fe on business with the county
B.
He is purschool superintendent.
chasing supplies for his district,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Mrs. Felix H. Lester, wife of the
In District Court.
District Judge
former mayor of Albuquerque, is at E. C. Abbott had the jury return an
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
the Palace hotel. Mrs. Lester visits instructed verdict for the defendant
17
Santa Fe and its environs every sum in the case of Feder Selbenberg & Tuesday, September
A. G. DELAMATER PRESENTS
Co. vs. McXeill, heard by him at the
iner and has many friends here.
The case of
E. C. Burke, assistant secretary of court house yesterday.
4 The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and jjj
the state central committee of the the State of New Mexico ve. Mrs. Ar-- ! Geo. Barr McCutcheon's
4 Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
progressive republican party, has re- mijo was argued and taken under ad- turned from Albuquerque where ho at- visement.
STATE MINING EXAM.
tended the Bull Moose Convention.
I L,Nf
PLATED
f
E. A. Drake, president of the faculty
U, S. Senator Thomas B. Catron, his
of
this
C.
city, of the School of Mines at Socorro.
Catron,
son, Charles
I
is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
This
and State Senator Thomas D. Burns,
The Best Rohere as a member of the board to
a
we carry two desirable patterns, the
Interpreted
&
HY A
of Tierra Amarilla, left yesterday by examine candidates for the position
OF mantic Drama
BOQUET.
THE
BRIDE'S
AND
DIANA
auto for Albuquerque to attend the of state mining inspector. The board
Splendid Cast
on the Stage'
stand patters' convention.
San Francisco
consists of Governor McDonald, State
; Miss Maud Palmer, of Cerrillos, and
Reliable Jeweler
Street
Engineer French and Mr. Drake.
The examination will be held Friday, September 13, at the capitol.
There are several candidates.

LOW CUTS

HOSE,

Sweaters and
derwear.

Dress Goods and

You Will

rSaturday, September 7th,

SUITS, HATS, SHOES,

COATS,

HOSE,

LADIES!

JULIUS H. GERDES

SCHOOL BOYS

FOR
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IN PRICE.

REASONABLE

NEW MEXICAN

one of the high school graduates of
this city, has been ottered the post
A 1
of principal of the Glorieta schools.
Miss Palmer taught a successful term
Thomas Stewart, supervisor of the last year in the Cenillos schools.
Pecos forest is back in the city.
County Superintendent John V.
Miss Josie Lujan has been elect- Conway vitied
Cenillos, Kennedy,
ed assistant teacher at Glorieta.
Lamy and Glorieta schools this week
Supreme Court Justice C. J. Roberts and made final arrangements for their
lias gone to Raton to attend a
immediate opening. Mr. Conway will
al.
for the northern
leave tomorrow
County Clerk Marcelino A. Ortiz is school districts.

1903

Incorporated

FJE

1

Un-

-

'

at

j
i

SELIGifj

1

Ml

M
3E
UNITED STATES BANK

&

4

TRUST CO.

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,

CAPITAL 850,00000

Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.

Business

Does a General Banking

Your Patronage Solicited
J.

B.

New-Yor-

W. E. GRIFFIN,

President.

N. 6. LAUGHLIN,

LAMY,

Some

Cashier.

AKERS-WAGNERluRNITUR-

t.

j

Two Acres in Orchard and

FOR SALE

m

Tract

ON

OFFICIAL NEWS

Mile from Plaza.

Under Irrigation.

$30.00 per Month.

Cer-rill-

of
ACEQU1A MADRE-P- art
in Alfalfa and 18 Fruit Trees in Bearing.

SIX ACRES

All;

FOR RENT

Small Fruit; Eight-rooHouse, Stable and Other
Buildings.

LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE

ELK'S THEATRE

JOSEPH

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

r

j

O. C. WATSON & CO.

"

Phone, Red 189.
119 San Francisco St.,

:

:

Santa

Fe, New Mexico.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

I

Every Woman
should know
it Interested and
oriniit thp wonderful
MARVEL Whirling Spray
The new Vaginal syringe.
l

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Best

Next Door to Postoffice.

mostconvement,
cleanses instantly.

yoof druaeistfor it.
If he cannot supply tr
AsIc

MARVEL, accept no ot!
hut send stamo for illustrated
ed.
It elves full particu
lar. anrt1!rrrtfnns ...valuable to ladles,
MAIVEL CO., U Etsl 23J titrtli.lUw Yark

When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

H. S. KAUNE

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

The

Lenses ground either to match Jbroken ones
or to Occullsts' Prescription.

Home Grown Fruit Season

are offering to the
particular housewife the best to
to be had in
is on and we

PEACHES

WORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL.

PEARS
and PLUMS

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

We can also supply you with
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES

the finest cantaloupes grown.
We have just received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
GASPER ST.

Best Coffee and Teas

Telephone 9 W
RAPID

A live paper makes a live town.
ere making a live paper. Read it.

Fe

.

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1

for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
Highest prices
fpr old Goid, Silver,
Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.
pi-i-

old

MONET BRSD BY RETTHS MAIL
PHILA. SMELTING & REFINING
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

TO

CO.

Pa.

DENTISTS

We willbuyvour Gold
Gold Scraps
and Platinum. HighestFilling
prioes paid.

DELIVERY SERVICE

If you want the

FOR SALE GROCERIES,
320-ACR-

8J Chestnut St Philadelphia,

CO.

E

best in

FRUITS
AND VEGEETABLES

RANCH

all under fence, good improvements, lots of water. Fine hay
land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle, six miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain. H.
Sell at a bargain. Address,

FRANK DAVIS,

Moriarty, N.

NEW COMPANY.

Al

GO TO

s: hlHE

a

CO

Where Prices are Lowest
' for Safe
Quality

Staged

j

Articles of incorporation
were
filed In the office of the corporation
commission by the Corrumpa Land and
Stock company with office at Folsom,
Union county, and John Lehnart as'
the statutory agent. The company is i
capitalized at $M(i,(iOO divided into
The stock1,000 shares at $100 each.
holders are Edward D. Wight, of Trinidad, 648 shares; Mary Augusta Wight
of Trinidad, 1 share and John Lenhart
These
ot Folsom, X. M., 1 share.
stockholders are named as directors
of the new company.

H. C. YONTZ,

by OSCAR EAGLE

Director for David Belasco

was arrested at his office.
Gibson came to this city this morning, trailed by private detectives and
a squad of reporters. As he walked
through the streets to his office, a
crowd of several hundred persons followed him. Gibson, with a private detective, went to Gibson's office and
awaited the arrival of Deputy Sheriff
DeGraw.
All night

long, private detectives
hung about the Gibson home, while
the headlights of an automobile were
turned upon the Gibson house so that
all exits could be watched.
Evidence submitted before County
Judge Royce, of Mlddletown, upon
which a warrant charging Gibson
with murder in the first degree was
issued, was most sensational. Dr.
Schultze, coroner's physician of this
city, swore that Mrs. Szabo, was so
Injured before she fell Into the water, that she never breathed after she
sunk below the surface. The surgeon
said there were tricks of Jiu Jitsu
whereby Mrs. Szabo could have suffered a sharp blow in the throat
which so affected a nerve as to close
her air passage, thereby making It im-- .
possible to breathe.

SWEET PEAS

Special Scenery
Gorgeous Costumes
Every Character of the Book
Appears in the Play. A

Stirring Romance

of

JAMES

C. McCONVERY,
415 Palace Avenue

Phone. W 204.

Love and Laughter!
Seats on Pnle at Fischer's Drug Store,
Saturday, September Mth.

Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
Or at Least His Capital
A

1

New York, N. V., Sept. 12. Burton
W. Gibson, the New York lawyer
whose client, Rosa Menschik Szabo,
lost her life while boating with him
on Greenwood Lake, N. Y., on July 16,
was taken into custody today, by Deputy Sheriff DeGraw, of Orange county, on a warrant charging Gibson with
murder In the first degree. Gibson

WARE

ALAIN" SILVER

Graustark"

Where Prices are Lowest GIBSON NOW FACES
for Safe Quality.
MURDER CHARGE

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

1Q4 DON

6

Beverly

Where Do You Get Shaved ?

SAWYER'S
Give Him

a Trial.

IS THE BEST PLACE
East of the Plaza.

NW MAYES

Fire,

Life. lAccident,

Plate Glass.Etc, Etc.

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,

Ranches, Cfrchardjs,
Land Grants, Etc

Surety Bonds
Of

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room 24

Work for the New Mexican. It is
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
working tot you, for Santa Fe and
'
- NEWME.X ICO
. ..
the new state
5ANTA FE,

FOOD

We have our own mill run by electricity, and
can furnish pure, cleancorn chop either coarse
medium or fine, as meal for the little chicks'
We can grind any mixture that is desired oj
the different grains, such as corn, wheat, mil '
let, oats, kaffir corn, bran, etc.
( 151b. pkg., $ .65
1.20
301b. "
Green Cut Bone and Meat
( 100 lb. sack,
3.75
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
should have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
their health and makes them lay.
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

...

POULTRY AND VETERINARY

INSURANCE

STOCK

POULTRY AND

PRATT'S VETERINARY

COLIC

CURE.

REMEDIES
GUARANTEED.

A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute indigestion and bloat. This wonderful1 remedy has
a record of curing 998 cases out of ,000. It is a
auick. sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
50 cents
price,
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
PRATT'S

GUARANTEED

EGG

PRODUCER

2SSW!fSS

Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big layers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR HORSES.CATTLE.SHEEP,

HOGS.DAlRY COWS.&c.

Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
and fatten rapstages, makes pigs grow quickly
idly : dairy cowa give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
run-dow-

n
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

New Mexican

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
The Santa Fe New Mexican
Published Dally
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

J. Wight

Giddings
William F. Brogan

The Ranch of the RockiesOpen the

ear Round.

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

M

Iip

IP

lliiiiiiniii""'

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Daily, per year: by mall
Dally, six months, by mall

$5.0 Dally Per Ouarttr, by mall
$2.50 Dally per quarterly carrier

Weekly, per year

$1.00

Weekly, six months

NOTICE

$1.25
$1.50

PUBLICATION.

FOR

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Pecos Forest.
August 15, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Quintana of Pecos, New Mexico, who,
on August 28, 1907, made Homestead
SW
Entry No. 11930, for S
Section 5, N
NW
Section 8,
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
Principal Meridian, has filed notice of
r
Intention to make
proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver.
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, ou the 11th day of October

.50

1--

2

1--

2

"All of Today's News Today"

There is no mistaking the interest of the American people in our great
national game. Everybody's doing it, doing it, that is, watching the score
boards. The great race in the two big leagues is a matter of absorbing interest. Woodrow Wilson may be making a speech today in the presidential
campaign but more people are interested in knowing how Connie Mack sizes
up the chances of the Athletics than how the candidate for president views
the presidential race. Teddy is setting the west on fire with his enthusiasm.
That's interesting, but did Washington gain on Boston today and did New
York or Chicago lose? President Taft is considering the question of intervention in Mexico. Yes, but what club Is going to win the National and
American League pennant? What clubs will contest for the world's championship?
These national questions can be settled In good time, but the base ball
race is drawing to a close and the clubs are on the home stretch.
It is a great game, this base ball. It Is clean, wholesome and on the
square. The real base ball fan is a genuine bug and fandom is a big place.
The newspaper that does not record the stage of the base ball race is
a dead one; the boy who does not get a little dippy over it has a hinge
loosened in his intellectual apparatus. It gets into the blood and on the
nerves, and the manager of a successful league team is a "bigger man than
old Grant."
It has been an exciting year and the most finished dopesters have guessed
wrong. The Detroit Tigers thought to be pennant contenders are struggling
In the second division; the Athletics, last year's world beaters, have not a
look In; Washington, despised and unclassified early in the race, is up there
in second place. Boston has the pennant cinched. That is in the American
League.
In the National It looks like New York with Chicago contending. Everything points to Boston and New York for the world's series.
The honesty and uncertainty of the game is what makes it interesting.
Long may it live.
0

The election in Maine cannot give much comfort to the democratic
sure
party, as it shows a change of about 13,000 votes against them. To be
of
organithe
union
the
progressive
solidified
was
by
the republican party
zation with it, and the November result is still in the balance as Roosevelt
electors will be on the ticket at that time, but as the result stands, it means
and
only a loss to the democratic old guard a loss of two congressmen
have
would
What
senate.
the
in
time
a
brief
served
who
Obidiah Gardner,
been the result had the progressives been in the field can hardly be even
any
conjectured as the results in the political contests of 1912 are beyond
man's ken. Long ago Maine ceased to be the index which pointed to November results. The game has just begun.
0

Another text In our creed:
The progressive party, in order to secure to the people a better administration of justice, and by that means to bring about a more general respect
for the law and the courts, pledges itself to work unceasingly for the ref irm
of legal procedure and judicial methods.
We believe that the issuance of Injunctions in cases aHsing out of labor
not apply when
disputes should be prohibited when such injunctions would
no labor disputes existed.
.u
....e aiso
-- i
i
nr rnntcmDt in labor disDUtes. exceot
n.enn
u
t
when such contempt was committed in the actual presence oi the court or so
near there as to interfere with the proper administration of justice, should
have a right to trial by jury.
o- -

MANUEL
FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Leopol-dGonzales, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
who, on May 27, 1907, made Home-steadSW
Entry No. 11319 for N
SE
SW
NW
NE
Section 34, Township 15 N., Range 9
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make
proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 15th day of October,
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Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
Agustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL

AS

sanctum yesterday for a few moments, radiating that genial presence
which he carries with him chronically
and in the course of a little talk he
said: "I was up In the canyon the
other day and while bystanding there
not as a professional
bystander
you know I saw a dead horse lying
in the water, the stream rippling over
him." Mr. Clancy said the stream
where the horse lay was not that
which supplies the city water, but It
was one which empties into the different acequias in this neghborhood.
These acequias furnish the water supply for a number of people, as they
use freely from the water supposed
to be running clear from the
The little story of Mr. Clancy led
me to wonder if the water for the
city supply is patroled and carefully
guarded. If not, of course, it should
be. With our reservoir at a distance,
and in the mountains, there Is, of
course, a constant source of danger,
and we know that goats and sheep are
herded up In the reservoir district.
When one hears a little Incident related like that of the horse in the
ditch, it makes a fellow have thoughts
when he raises to his lips the sparkling (?) beverage from our water supply, but we have confidence in that
our water company officials will not
feed us on water that has run over
a horse.
We are fortunate in having this air
and sunshine which is one of our big
assets or we would be having a continuous session of fevers, epidemics
and things; but that is one of the wise
and excellent provisions of nature for
our protection. The story of the
horse, however, only impresses upon
us all the necessity of unceasing vigil:
ance to keep us free from the attack
of insidious diseases which seem to be
ever ready to attack the careless and
the unwary.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
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MANUFACTURER

SUIT.

If Santa Fe does not annex a damage suit one of these days, It will be
Santa Fe's good luck, that's all. The
corner of Grant and Johnson streets
is a constant invitation for one, as
anyone can see by the most casual inIn the first place, it is
vestigation.
a shame not to have a crossing there.
Iu the next place the boards forming
a sort of culvert just at the corner
of these two streets near the Nor-mebuilding, is a constant menace,
the prettiest chance for a broken leg
or fractured hip, I ever saw in my
life. The boards are rotting
and
loose, with ends sticking up, ail making a bid to trip the passerby. In
this connection I want to make a suggestion, too, that our Santa Fe streets
be better provided 'With cross-walkThe dust gets pretty deep in our
town in summer and it is not very
pleasant to wade through it with low
shoes, or any other kind, for that matter. I hope, some day, if the street
fund gets swelled, a little of the
money will be put Into cross walks.
Then, while on the subject of streets
why can we not have the one on the
west side of the plaza put in repair?
No street in the city is traveled more
than that one, yet it is disregarded
completely. The holes In it are enough
to break the springs on a truck wagon
or put on the blink the gear of an
outomobile. The other streets about
the plaza do pretty well but Lincoln
avenue is a corker.
It is to be hoped that this will be
considered by the city council and
that such corrections will be made at
the earliest moment possible.
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Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
119 Don Gaspar Avenue.

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER

Attorney and Counsellar at Law.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to case
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
HARRY D. MOULTON,

AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL

HOTEL.

European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Flan, $2.50 and up.

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, Nw

AMERICAN

NEW MANAGEMENT.

G. W. PRICHARD,

Meals, 50 Cents.

Mexico.

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Chat. F. Easley, . Chat. R. Easley,
aw.
Attorney
Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M branch Office, Eaten-cla- ,

Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

N. M.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING

TO ADVfe.v

TI3E?
Tell your story to

Readers 'or

2,000,000

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertia
ment In 25 leading newspapers' Sun
day Issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

AGENCY,
DR. W.

-- UME

BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
Rooms l, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours S a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.

DR.

J.

suit with

Large Sample Rooms.

THOS. DOR AN, Prorpietor.

How About That Fire Insurance? :

M. DIAZ,

RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFICE HOURS.

1

to 3 P. M.

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN

Rooms en

private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

Taos, New Mexico.
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DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N. M.

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
digest; if we had money enough after
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
the list of gifts was checked up to
Rooms
buy the great American bird.
Bank Building, '
CapiUl
City
This all sounds pessimistic, maybe,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
but I'll bet there are a lot of sympaAssistant District Attorney, Fir
thizers with the sentiment, whether Judicial
District
they say so or not.
A DAMAGE

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

T

well-fille-

R. OTERO,

digestion that the turkey dinner don't

CHRISTMAS COMING.
As
the
cool, fall days begin to creep OUR PRECISE ARTIST
for
candidates
the
all
us
that
president
tells
Press
to appear The Pittsburg
of
Do
well!
upon us we cannot help
blondes.
insidiously
any
all
Well,
have blue eyes Wonderful! They're
them have false teeth and do they use hair restorer? What size shoes do thinking that Christmas is coming and
ana eat pie ior luncu: the worry incident to that season will
they wear? Do they sleep with the iswindowstheopen
that
that
only
and
thing in which tney soon have us in its grasp.
itself
One thing suggests
I sometimes wonder
If Christmas
of
their
color
in
eyes.
the
is
resemble each other
0
was, to our parents and friends of
.
.;n , vomamhorod ns tlm epntlpman who. some time the past generation, what it is to us
. i.
... u:nl.
V i ti cr firu ci iH in o
...
n-n'han
m-- , tf.jlDt. , it
j
w M
iihuh, wmi mama TI.,
ncmj situa-since had a little difference witn wooarow
and the joys of
on
j
stocking
the
himself
presidential
terson also in the picture, has unbosomed
out that great morning they were stew- tion through the medium of Harper's Weekly. The Col. lines Wilson is
Roosevelt
that
Theodore
ing and fretting as we do to make it
remember
"to
well
is
it
savs
as the winner but
a
to
are
all
pleasant day for others,
November."
compelled
next
They
vote
"large
going to have a very
Christmas is getting to be a dog- admit the inevitable.
0
This is not because
goned nuisance.
A Cuban editor says his country is just "longing to fight the Yankees." it is not delightful to give presents and
all that, and it is not because when
If the little island tries it once the longing will speedily evaporate. Others
was we get along past childhood our
have had that experience. It looks as if our neighbor on the south
stocking dosen't get much, nor is the
about to absorb some, and then become absorbed.
0
philosophy of the ages, "it is more
500 years all men blessed to give than to receive,'" any
A Los Angeles scientist makes the prediction that In
will less potent in truth and effect.
It is
will be bald. Now watch for the new preparation for growing hair that
be on the market. As in our forestry and coal land reservations business, a nuisance because it makes one puz
zle so and stew and worry over what
we must look out for our posterity, and see that it is not without hair.
-- fl
this one and that one would like best,
and to get something different than
Some one says that a teaspoonful of salt to a gill of milk makes a mixture
remove Ink stains from clothing. Quite likely. It Beems as if It we gave last year. The circle of cou- 4w
if sins and nephews has increased and
would start most anything. It would probably remove a man's dinner, too,
"A drawn expression on his face."
continues to increase, and as the list
applied internally.
grows so does the everlasting puzzle
Never have the members of congress found their home fences in such of what to give.
It wilt not pay you to waste your
I'll bet there isn't a person in Sanbad repair. They have never had the experience of protecting them against
kid-lettiem writing oct yoor legal form
ta
aside
from
kids
and
the
Fe,
moose.
a
of
incursions
the
who won't be glad when Decem- when you can get them already print
.
o
26th
Taft
dawns and then nine chances ed at tL New Ifexfern Priottag
ber
the
Isn't
new
American
a
for
joke.
is
searching
Some connoisseur
out of ten, we will most of us want Company.
campaign, it?
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

1912.

to kick ourselves down the cellar
THE BYSTANDER
stairs because we received some gift
from some one whom we had overSEES IT
looked and who had remembered us.
Christmas, as it is recognized in
our day, has become just a time of
ONLY A DEAD HORSE.
our
Attorney General Clancy was in the worry that has even so worked on

j

4,

forced and barricaded with Yale
Deposit Locks.
The Yale system of locking is known
around the world as the most sturdy, the
most impregnate.
Every box in our vault is protected by
a special guard mechanism and a double
set of tumblers.
Entrust your valuables to us, they
will be safe from fire as well as theft.
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E give to patrons the advantages
of new and modern vaults rein-

R. OTERO,
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by Our

The Security
Safe Deposit Vaults

Claimant names as witnesses:
Ricardo Valencia, Jose Maria Gar
duno, Prudencia Gonzales, all of Pe
cos, N. M.; Aniceto Gonzales, of San
ta Fe, New Mex.

THE GAME OF GAMES.
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Offered
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1912.

The state progressive convention which adjourned yesterday made political history. The platform adopted is in full accord with the principles of
this young and fighting organization and the doctrines are announced clearly
and in clarion notes that leave no doubt as to the meaning.
The adoption of the platform was supplemented by most excellent nominations which commend themselves to New Mexico voters.
Marcos C. de Baca is known for just those qualities of manhood which
the age demands in a public official. He is without reproach. His one
interest in taking an active part in politics was to help clean house. He
had forced upon him, as a citizen, what all the people have grown to feel,
that ours was not a government of the many, but of the few; that all the
policies adopted were those of dictation and that the people were ignored.
It was on the people's platform that Marcos C. de Baca was nominated as
a member of the first state legislature and it was by the people he was elected. Throughout the session he was respected for his sterling and unwavering honesty of purpose; for genuine and unassuming consistency of
action; for unwavering courage of his convictions. Where Marcos C. de
Baca stood, all his colleagues knew. The nomination tor congress came to
him on account of these qualities, and it came with singular unanimity. That
he will make a strong candidate goes without saying; that he will grow
stronger as the campaign progresses is a certainty; that in congress he
would be ever for the square deal, we all know.
The electors nominated simply represent a principle and are chosen
for the performance of a single duty we understand, but the performance of
any public duty is a sacred trust. Thus the nomination of electors is important, and the choice of the progressive convention in George W. Armljo,
Elmer E. Studley and D. E. Thomas can only be universally commended.
They will stand true. In importance no convention ever held in New Mexico
has surpassed this one just closed; in wisdom of action no one has ever
equalled it.
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THE ACME OF WISDOM.
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IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?

Think About It!
THE
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MOULTON-ESP-

GENERAL AGENTS.

E

Then Act

COMPAN Y
SANTA FE, N. M

SURGEON,

Cation Block, alace Ave., next
door to Wells argo Ex.
PHONE 233.

Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68
U. A. Smith, Bridgeton, Ind., had
kidney trouble for years, and was bo
crippled with rheumatism he could
not dress without help. He started
using Foley Kidney Pills, andv says:
"I began to get better at once, and
now all my trouble has left me and I
do not feel that I ever had rheumatism. I rest well all night and tho'
59 years old, can now do the work
of a man of 35 years. I would like
to he the means ot others getting
benefit from Foley Kidney PiUa."
Refuse substitutes. For sale oy all
druggists.

A REMARKABLE ACCIDENT INSURANCE POLICY.
TWENTY-FIV- E

DOLLARS BUYS $7,500 In Accident Insurance

and In the case that one Is Injured while upon a publlo oonveyanee this amount
doubles ; also in the case ot total disability you are paid $26 per week for the per.
iod that you are disabled, even if it is for Ute. There are many other features in
this Contract that w WOllld lllra tn.Arnlnfn tn vnn in nmuin.
GENERAL AGENTS
& HALL
macnak"bticity

HALL

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, Aug. 30. 1912.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Sandorai, ot Lamy, N. M.. who,
on March 8, 1906, made Homestead
Section
Entry No. 9011, for NW
11, Township 13 N., Range 11 fi., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make Five-yea- r
proof, to ea--

Su-gan- o

1--

tablish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 8th day of October, 1912.
names
Claimant
aa witnesses:
Euloglo Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M.;
Jose Larranaga, ot "Lamy, N. M.;
Feliberto Martinea, ot Lamy, N. M.;
Luciano Ortega. Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
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Septerhber27thand "28th. Informal')
have discussed the proposi-- !
meetings
FOR THE WOMAN WHO THfiNKS AND FEELS.
tion and committees will look after;
feel'
end
heavy
Some women complain that they periodically suffer from dull
details, such as subscriptions, advern
feelings which
Jngs, or dizziness in the head, nervousness, pain and bearing-dowtising and arrangements of a program.
is
woman
subject
should not occur to the normal healthv woman. But most every
It is the purpose or the promoters
to these pains at some time in her life, due to abnormal conditions in life, such
WANTED A competent cook. Apto have two games of baseball during
as corsets, over-taxe-d
strength, bad air, poor or improper food, wet feet, sluggish
to Mrs. A. B. Renehan.
with
ply
roots
medicinal
native
from
and
female
tomo made
the meet; horse races, quarter mile
liver, eto. A regulator
called
the
without
use
nnd
of alcohol,
pure glycerin,
dash and shorter races, and foot
FOR RENT 6 room house with
races. Other features will be added
DR. PIERCIE'O FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION,
or not, Aug. 20, D. S.
furniture
has proven its value in thousands of cases, like the following :
when the committee's plans are fully
e
Forty-FivMuch
Box
Route
84,
1,
of
M.
says:
Auburn, Nebr.,
Mns. Dona
Martin,
developed and substantial purses will
"I thiuarht I would writa you In rorard to what your medicines nava
be hung up for each event.
done for me. I have used them i jr thirty yrars for female trouble
FOR SALE; Two story residence on
and Kpnornl weakness with the very best result, and they have saved
It is also proposed to have a barbeI buy the Favorite Presenp
me hundreds of dollars in doctors' bills.
avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. U
Falace
'
I
never
them
together.
tion ' nnd 'Golden Medical Discovery and take
cue, so the visitors will have an opWatson & Co.
was disappointed in your remedies nnd take pleasure in recommendinge
E.
portunity to enter our hospitality.
Compound.
them to any suffering lady. 1 am now almost fifty years old ; at
I took your medicines, both kinds, and I passed that period very
Beef and Mutton will be supplied
FOR SALE Fine black driving
i
mr..
k
s
I reel
rws
icily and left me fat and neaitny.
from our local ranges the best and
"if nnv ladv cares to write mo, I will gladly toll her more about
and good buggy. Apply 257 San
horse
zozo
medicines."
Outlook.
the Eood work of your
the world affords and are
juiciest
street.
Francisco
Tin. Pierce's Great Family Doctor Book, The People's
The "change of life" is a most
assured of a tender morsel.
Common Sense Medical Adviser, newly revised
HE CANS 'EM.
The program will be published.
critical period in a woman's exReFOR SALE National Cash
edition of 1008 pages, answers hosts of delicate questions
W. Goff Black was showing a can Carrizozo News.
which every woman, single or married, ought to know. of
and tlui anxiety felt by
drawers practically new.
istence,
a
gistertwo
colored
with
nice
label,
31
peaches,
of
on
address
to
cloth
receipt
Sent free in
binding
any
O. C. Watson & Co.
women as it draws near is not
his ranch by the new cancae-ocKLINEFELTER
PERSONAL.
Una. Martin.
stamps, to cover cosi oi wrapping sau muuiug umy. put up at
several
he
machine
bought
ning
Watermelons are getting so
without reason.
FOR SALE Good team of young
weeks ago. The entire outfit of ma- around Obar that farmers are plenty
feeding
mountain horses, for driving or ridWhen her system is in a dechinery and 2000 cans cost less than them to the hogs.
ing. Santa Fe Hardware and Supply
$100, and Mr. Black will put up $250
We had several this week. Obar
ranged condition, she may he
Co.
worth of canned peaches alone. If Progress.
predisposed to aixiplexy, or conour peach growers would take hold
LOST Boston bull pup, brown and
of this farm canning idea more genergestion of some organ. At this
LEFT THE BUZZ CAR.
white marks, with long ears.
black,
would
ahead.
San
be
Juan
W. H. Finigan, who in company
time, also, cancers and tumors
the master mechanic's office and Chic ally they
to John or Howeii
Ervien,
CERTAINLY FINE.
Return
Index.
with Jas H. Batcheliler, Jr., left Soare more liable to form and begin
Santa Fe. Reward.
Uncle Irve Osborne has been busy orica avenue, which, it is rumored, the County
corro on June 2Sth in the latter's
with the threshers the past ten days &nnta H"o will pnnvprl Intri n nark
their destructive work.
GREAT CROPS,
incum-A
automobile,
next
j
of
number
ostensibly for the state of
2G.240
A home for a home lover. Several
spring.
pounds
and so far has threshed
0
Never in the history of the country New Hampshire, returned to his SoFuck warning symptoms as POCTITlrs.EsteltaGillispic
of seed, and has as much more to brances of the large tract have alnewly furnished rooms with convenwas crops in a better shape and have corro home Tuesday morning. Mr.
iences of home. Mrs. Robinson, corthresh. One day this week he thresh- ready been removed and it is the
sense of suffocation, hot flashes,
ONE CASE OUT OP MANY ner Grant avenue and Johnson St.
the
people of Curry county been able Finigan reports having gone via the
to
remove
the
eventual
seven
of
from
seed
plan
ed 1,625 pounds
of
dread
headaches, backaches,
to show a greater variety of crop auto route as far as Kansas City,
TO PROVE OUR CLAIMS.
wagon loads of hay, or an average of ed section houses that still stand as
or a Deuer quaniy man at mis where the buzz wagon was abandoned
impending evil, timidity, sounds
TYPEWRITERS.
St. Anne, 111. "I was passing
525 pounds to the wagon, which at unharmonious elements in the city's
year. The coming county rair is for the more commodious and comforin the cars, palpitation of the through the change of life and I Cleaned, adjusted and repaired, New
the present price for seed means a re- and Santa Fe's park surroundings.
going to prove the greatest eye table quarters of a Pullman sleeper,
Avas a perfect wreck from female
turn of about $G0 to the wagon load. Raton Range.
platwis furnished. Ribbons and
heart, sparks before the eyes, troubles.
opener for the people who visit here and in which he swears and declares
had a displacement
I
No wonder the farmer is riding In auTypewriters sold, exchangee
of anything yet.
irregularities, constipation, varithat he will ever hereafter take his
and bearing down pains, weak and rented. Standard makes handled.
tomobiles this year. Carlsbad Argus.
THEY WANT P.. F. D.
Mr.
able appetite, weakness and fainting spells, dizziness, then All repair work and typewriters guarThe idea that kaffir corn and mel vacation trips.
returns
R. H. Aldous, postofflce
inspector, ons are the sole crop of this Bection in his usual excellent Finigan
and cold feelings. Somehealth to re- anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter ExTOO MUCH AGUA.
and dizziness, are numb
inquietude,
was here again Monday and was cartimes my feet and limbs were change. Phone 231.
Is going to sume his business of strenghtening
the
of
southwest
great
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The continued heavy rains
ried over the proposed rural free
promptly heeded by intelligent
swollen. I was irregular and had
to do considerable damage. livery route by A. ' Clinesmith. Of be wiped from the face of the earth. out Socorro's numerous small holding
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women who are approaching the
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There
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corn,
good
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Adobe walls are softening, roads arecourse no one ilere knows what will
was nervous, irritable and was
of the interior,
period in life when woman's
washed out beyond repair almost, and be the nature of Mr. Aldous' report corn, millet, wheat, oats, garden truck
Department
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despondent.
A NAME FOR PEAKS.
(and other crop shift's shown here asi
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
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bo expected.
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more
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opinion that he can be raised in any state in the
good
petite
Dr. Woodman reports that his con- Pecos Natl. Forest, August 15, 1912.
with. The Percha creek has been found conditions more favorable than
was not. Jly kidneys troubled
effort for the past two years
Notice is hereby fiven that Ricar-drunning steadily for days with a rise he had expected them. Considering union. Of course the area under
me
at
times and I could waik
These symptoms are calls from
'Valencia of Pecos, New Mexico,
every now and then, until Monday the fact that with a few changes with tivation here is nothing to compare to have the altitude of the several
a short distance.
nature for help. The nerves aro only
" I saw your advertisement m a who, on September 3, 190", made
night, when a tremendous flood came very little additional expense to the with that of the older states, but! nearby peaks taken lias at last met
should it be as great, there would with success and the "Vonado" peak.
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down and washed a new
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E N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noanother dyke above town to prevent
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Antoine Deloria, Postmaster at GarBOYS SCARED BY BRUIN.
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every year for pork and pork pro- - though the present project includes work. A first class steam thresher Chase
ranch, Thursday of last
The boys stated they were not the track. The cars landed in the "From
ducts at from 14 cents to 20 cents peri but 12,000 acres they have sufficient will induce many farmers to plant
my own experience I recomweek they came in quite close contact
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The people of Carrizozo are perfect- CARRIZOZO FIELD DAYS.
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each reunion of St. Michael's College
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FEEL RIGHT
MADAM ! IF YOU
They emphasize in a special manner the innate feelings of the heart
in accord with
BLESSING OF
TAKE DELICIOUS "SYRUP OF FIGS "PeaceCHRIST'S
on Earth to Men of Good Will '
Saturday, 27 and 28, have been suggested but not officially agreed upon.
It Is proposed to raise several hundred dollars for prizes for horse races,
foot races and contests. Two baseball games will be scheduled to be
played, one on the morning of each
day. The baseball grounds with the
grand stand are suggested as the place
for the holding of all the games and
a dance will be given each evening at
the People's building, On Saturday
a big barbecue will be donated and
several have already agreed to donate beef for that occasion. The plans
for the affair have not been perfected,
but will be made public soon. Carri-
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Bowels, Torpid Liver and Decaying Food
In Stomach Cause the Sick Headache, Gas, Backache,
Sallowness, Biliousness and Indigestion.
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All women get bilious, headachy
and constipated simply because they
don't exercise enough. They don't eat
coarse food or enough fruit and green
vegetables. Those are nature's ways
of keeping the liver and thirty feet
of bowels active: but very few women
employ them. The next best way is
delightful, fruity Syrup of Figs.
Nearly all ills of women can be
overcome with Syrup of Figs alono.
There is no need to have sick headache, backache, dizziness, stomach
sour and full of gases, bilious spells.
sallowness, coated tongue, bad breath,
bad complexion, nervousness and
The surest and safest
edy is one or two teaspoonfuls of de- licious Syrup of Figs.
Try this to-- J
night you'll feel splendid in the
rem-jttp-

s

j

,

morning when the sour bile, clogged
up waste and poisonous matter have
been gently but thoroughly moved on
and out of your system, without nausea, griping or weakness. Your head
will be clear, complexion rosy, breath
jsweet, stomach regulated; no more
constipation, gases, pains and aches.
It is simply a matter of keeping
your stomach, liver and bowels clean
and regular. Then you will always be
SvpII alwftvs look nnd fppl vour best,
J
But get the genuinethe old reli
able. Ask your druggist for "Syrup
W Figs and Elixir of Senna." Refuse
Fig
contempt the
sometimes substituted to fool you.
The true, genuine, bears the name
California Fig Syrup Company; look
for this on the label.

HAVE YOUR ORDER REGISTERED
IN TIME.
As last Year's supply was exhausted before late demands could be filled.
CHRISTMAS DAY.
The Greatest, most HonoieU of all
Holidays the World over, may be joyfully remembered and honored In use
of our Christmas Packet which will be
delivered to any address on following
TERMS.
This Packet and the Weekly En
quirer one year only $1.00 (The re
.

gular subscription rate).
The Weekly Enquirer is today one
of the best
Metropolitan
Weeklies published. It is National
(not local) and not a magazine. Its
nome
nelu IS a" ver lae "onu-y- our
not complete without it.
Send for Sample Copy and you will
be convinced.
Agents wanted everywhere , Liberal commission.
Address all orders to
THE WEEKLY ENQUIRER,

Cincinnati. Ohio-

-
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GROWS BEAUTIFUL,

"The Home of Quality Groceries"
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THE FACT
THAT

WE ARE

Destroys Dandruff -- Stops Falling Hai- r- Cieanes and
gorates Your icalp Delightful Dressing.
To be possessed of a head of heavy,
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wavy and free from dandruff is mereDanly a matter of using a little

boost Santa Fe are pleased with the New Mexico. The letter contains six
way subscriptions are pouring in. The closely typewritten pages and gives

NEW COMPANY

"
25 CENT DANDERINE

HOTEL

Invi-

when you will see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new

FAMOUS
YEARS

HOSTELRY
AS

"THE

KNOWN

FOR

30

PALACE" WILL

hair sprouting out all over your
FROM
BECOME TRULY PALATIAL.
scalp Danderine is,, we believe, the
SERVING AND PLEASING
only sure hair grower! destroyer of
derine..
$12,000 TO $20,000 ON IMPROVEIt is easy and inexpensive to have dandruff and cure for itchy scalp and
NEW FURNIat
MENTS INCLUDING
nice, soft hair and lots of it. Just it never fails to stop falling hair
A HOST OF
once,
Knowlton's
of
iget a 25 cent bottle
TURE, A PEBBLEDASH COAT AND
If you want to prove how pretty and
'Danderine now all drug stores rec-- j
ommend it apply a little as directed soft your hair really 's, moisten a
SPANISH PORCHES.
land within ten minutes there will be cloth with a little Danderine and caretakit
fresh-j
hair
draw
fully
through your
jan appearance of abundance;
Your
The New Mexico State Realty and
ness, ilufflness and an incomparable ing one small strand at a time.
beautiwill
and
will
be
hair
as
Livestock company, have purchased
soft,
glossy
you
and
try
gloss and lustre
or ful in Just a few moments a delight- by contract the Palace hotel, property
IS
you cannot find a trace of dandruff
ful surprise awaits everyone who tries from William G. Sargent.
real
but
surprise
your
hair;
falling
The company will redecorate the
this.
weeks'
use,
two
j
about
will be after
interior throughout and install new
bedroom furniture where necessary.
the organization totaled $37,000 and The exterior Is to be pebbledashed and
G. A. R. SPENT
the porches will be remodeled in
$1,070 was in bank; August 1, 1912.
BIG SUM FOR
That the income of the G. A. R. was Spanish style. It is estimated that
$12,-00growing less and less each year and the improvements will cost from
RELIEF WORK that
to $20,000.' When completed the
WE CARRY THE BEST OF
an increase in the per capita tax
to 5 cents would be neces- Palace hotel will be not only one of
from 3
Los Angeles. Calif., Sept. 12. The sary in order to raise funds sufficient the most comfortable hotels, modern
business session of the forty-sixtto meet demands was the burden of in every way but will be in the Santa
encampment of the Grand Army report filed by Quartermaster General Fe style of architecture.
of the Republic was opened this morn- Stowiz. In 1890 the report stated,
It was stated today that William A.
there were 400,000 members In good Mabson who is a stockholder in the
ing when Harvey M. Trimble comcents per cap- new company, will continue to hold
mander in chief, made his annual ad- standing in paying 3
dress.
Reports of other officers and ita, but in 1912 there were less than his interest in the hotel.
committees were heard during the half that number, making the yearly
The New Mexico State Realty and
loss more than $7,000 from the per Livestock company is authorized to do
day.
The report of Commander in Liner capita tax alone.
and the
building and contracting
Trimble referred to the work done by
intends to have the architecSHORTEN ANNUAL PARADE.
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AGAIN
agement of that institution today in Los Angeles and San Diego, Calif. He
SAN FRANCISCO
SEIZED BY QUAKE.
Reference was made to the observ- its report at the grand encampment.
in the Interstate
is also interested
The management of the Dayton Casualty company now organizing iii
ance of Memorial day, Flag day, a
monument to loyal women and the home had been a matter of discus- this city.
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 12. A Southern memorial fund.
sion for years in. G. A. R. circles. The
Lew L. Jewett, the statutory anent
were made in committee said food was supplied in of the company, is from St. Louis
slight earthquake shock was felt here
Committee
reports
The
this
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at 9:38 o'clock
of the national soldiers' abundance jind- - no complaint was where he has laid out several pubdi
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The committee criticises the board the past three and a half years
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New York, N. Y., Sept. 12. Direc- tels in Jacksonville, Fla.
tors of the Guaranty Trust company
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School
Opens. The TJ. S. Indian
SOLD BY DRllfiGISTS EVERyWHFSE
school will open September 16 and
the New Mexico School for the Deaf
will open September 18.
Our Big Store sale is a boomeiSalmons.
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limit.
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are
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These crisp days we are having
now ar esurely going to wilt our summer hats. Mrs. Lindhardt, just rereturned from a trip to the
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WANTED A man to run a fruit
evaporator. Apply to L. B. Prince, 111
EACH SHOE
Palace avenue.
Oak Base Burner.
Use a Round
Means Smaller Coal Bills and More
Heat, at GOEBEL'S.
AN EXCLUSIVE
Woman's
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Some business men have a mistaken idea
of
Trade
Board
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VMM. Burrotifchs.
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tion dance at Library Hall tonight.
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ild. to. 9.SS!,9.! il
I.total,
are costly. Far from it. We make BurI add,
It is hoped the people of
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repeat!
I and separate column cor- roughs machines at from S150 to $950.
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finance department, at the meeting
last night, had $600 in cold cash and
it is exDected to raise this sum to
$800 or $1,000 before many days.
A good big show at the blKs tonight. Don't miss it.
Advanced Fall and Winter Stylet.
Latest Fabrics shown for Ladies' garments at W. H. Goebel Co.
The ladies of the M. E. church will
have a sale of home baked bread,
cake, pies and home made candy in
the basement of the church, Friday,
the 13th. Every one knows the good
things the Methodist ladles have lor
sale, so come early. Sale begins at
2t
10:30 a. m.
Madras, reeular Drice 35 cts per yd.,
at 15 cts durine the sale. See our
window display. Salmons.
Another Lease The Santa Fe Busi
ness College has secured an extension
of the lease of its premises on the
west side of the plaza. This will give
time to build up the school with sufficient pupils to ensure the large
amount that it will coBt to build a college, and when this is done it will be
a credit to Santa Fe. Prof. Morley,
who is at the head of the Santa Fe
exhibition, has a sketch in hand of
the proposed building, and the design
will be in true Mexican architectural
beauty.
Pure old fashioned castor oil rendered easy to take. Come . to our
fountain and let us prepare it for you.
Zook's Pharmacy.
The Attraction at the Elks Theater
on Tuesday, September 17th, is A. G.
Delamater s original Stuaebaker tnea-teChicago, production of George
Barr McCutcheon's "Beverly," a superb dramatization of Mr. McCutcheon's most entertaining and popular
as
novel "Beverly of Graustark,"
dramatized by the scholarly Robert
The play is preM. Baker of Boston.
sented with a large and expensive
cast of well known Broadway artists
headed by Dorothy Arnold, formerly
leading lady with William Farnum in
"Cameo Kirby" and "The Aviator,"
and is mounted with an unusually
handsome scenic production.
New Ladies 'Fall Suits, one lot to
bi sold at $11.00. Regular price $17.50
to $20. See display in windows.
Salmons.
Buys Home in Santa Fe Says the
Deming Graphic: "In a letter to the
editor, Chairman Hugh Williams of
the corporation commission, says: 'I
have just purchased a nice brick cottage opposite the State House on Don
Caspar avenue, and will take possession on the first day of October,
at which time Mrs. Williams will join
me and we will make our home here
of
during the balance of my term
Demine will still be my legal
residence, however, and I will always
m
regard Demmg as my nome.
chairman has just sent a very lengthy
nrehensive letter to F, B.
of
Houghton, freight traffic manager
wny
ireie"
the Santa Fe, asking
rates to El Paso are better- than to
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MISS A. MUGLER,
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and for table use.
APPLES.
CRAB APE1ES, APklCOTS, PLUMS,
Finest Sweeps In the Southwest.
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HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery bui it needs both occasion-

A

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
htce a year. It will increase the
H e and accuracy
of your watck
Leave your watch with us
to-d-

E

Watches
and
Clocks.
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

t,

from America's Leading
Fashion Authorities in
Footwear. Leathers
Patent
Gun Metal,
Colt, Sueees, Tan Calf,

1

Velvet, Etc.
and

pricedshoes
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$2.00, $2.50, $300, $3.o0

$4.00, $4.50

$500

Our Medium Priced Shoes are the best
ues ever offered at the prices. Our JShoes
Luxury you will say excells anything in
beautiful shoemaking you've ever seen.
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labor-savin-
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A7HAT
mean to you i
It means a more healthful home, increased
-comfort, and freedom
aggyT-i
from the renewals
and repairs of ordinary plumbing.
"StftttdattT fixtures
installed by us are an
assurance of plumbing
satisfaction.
.
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Your Price Will Buy a
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to
valuable data that pught to amount
'
something good."
What your doctor orders is what
you ought to have, and what you get
when we fill
your prescriptions.
Zook's Pharmacy.
The Girl and the Cowboy, a great
western drama at the EIks' tonight.
By Vitograph, The Black Sheep at
the Elks' tonight.

r,

$26o,-000,00-

a beautiful array
DT'S the Women's Fall
that we
have here spread out for
your choosing!
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S ANT A FE HARDWARE

AND SUPPLY COMPANY.

